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Holland City News.
YOL.

III.—

30.

NO.

goltond City

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER
Xmfaotoriii,Xilli, Sfcopi, Xte.

business girertsnj.

AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER,

Attomyi.

cur,

•

^|pE83URQ &

0. 8.

nixs

Co., Publishers.

or flTJBSGlIPTIoiri-W.OO pirjisr la idmci.

JOB

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River atrecL

II

YRT, F.

f

J., Attorney at Ijiw, Collecting and
^Pension Claim Agent. Office,East of R City

Y7

ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for first Insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-

quent insertion for any period under three
months.
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“
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Saw and Flour

T7EKBEEK,

II. W.. A (X)., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

V

(successors to

ITINNEKANT, J., Proprietorof the Pioneer chinists. See Advertisement.
Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
CARL. Proprietor of Holland Hretrery;
tenth street, opposite Tannery of Cappon A
pESSINK.Mns.L., Proprietress of City Baken'
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments Id Bertsch.

IJ

yEEB
JJ

l

this

line served on

cal)

; 8th street.
Notary Publici.

Btakiag aai Ixehinge-

00

rkOXSBU RG

00
00

J^EN YON, NATHAN, Banking

00

__ Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
River streets.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
ehangi
;es.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three

and Collecting.

Books and Statloairy.

, H., Notary Public and Convoyancer; office at residence, Ninth street.

xJ

O0ST, HENRY D.,

Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Collections made In Hollandand vicinity. .

I

lines,$2.00 per annum.
’IT AN 8CHELVEN, G.. Notary Public. Justice
Miss A. M., Dealer In Books
Notices of I
Births, Marriages,and Deaths pubof the Peace and Conveyancer; Office, HolStationary ; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River
land CVy Newt.
lished without charee.
street
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigA., Book-Binder,and dealer in VT^ALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
and Insurance Agent. Office,CWy Druu
Books and Stationery; River street.
.Wore, 8th street.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

piNNKKANT,
IJ

A

QLOETINGH,

tv

•

[RANTERS, L. T.,A

CO., Dealers In Books,
lA. Sutionery,Toys, Notions and Candles; opposite City Drug Store, Eighth street.

$08lte.

Boots sad Shoo

Chicago k Mich. LahefShore Bail Bead.

Fhotographi.

T AUDER GEORGE,
I-J

i

Effect,

Sunday, May

GOING NORTH.
(STATIONS.
Chicago.
New Buffalo.

E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.;
Eighth street.

II

Eve. Ex.

Mall

r.m.

9.00
11.30

m.

A.

8.00
4.65

6.30
8.05

P. ID.

OPRIET8MA, L. A SON,

0

Dealers In and Manu-

facturers of all kinds of Boots and Shoes ; 8th
street.

r. rn-

3.15
8.56
4.07
4.10
4.25
4.55

4.85
.... ....
6.35

TTEROLD,

GOING SOUTH.

NlfhtEx. Mall.
P. M.
A. m.
9.10
12.15
A. a.
8.37
4.31

1874.

24,

Gr.Junctlon.
Fennivllle.
Manllua.

1.45
12.51
12.43
12.40
12.25
12.05
A. M.
11.30
11.16
11.09
10.57
11.42
10.35
10.15
9.40
8.15
6.45

Richmond.
E.Saugaluck

ll. 40
10.65

PhyiieUui.

A NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
V. S. W. cor. Public Square.

x

/CARPENTER, J.

H., Physician, Surgeon and Acand residence on 9th street.
Strangers are requested to Inquire at Van Patten’s.

vv

conchant.

Office

T BDBBOER, B.

1j

Phyalclanand Surgeon: Office

U

T
Ij

V

I

NO.

134.

Diiii on tkiHifio.

Tu*
THE PARTY.

following ii from the Memphlt

(Tenn.) Appeal't report of the speech made

mouth, in honor of our Grand

by Jefferson Davis
held in that city, to

the mass meeting

at

denounce the

horrible

and inexcusable massacre of negroes at
Rapids guests. With due formality a
Trenton,Gibson County:
chairlady was appointed and invested with
“The negroes were not our enemies;
the power to charter a boat and arrange
why
should they become so? We are
matters generally. With true leap-year
their friends. Yes, and the Southern men
tact and spirit we finally succeeded in obto-day arc the only friends they have totaining the requisitenumber of gentlemen.
day In any part of the world. It becomes
Flushed with success, we spent a wearius to be their friends. Every Southern
some night, anxiously waiting for the
man in his memory runs back to the negro
morning light. The wished-for hour
woman who nursed him; to the man who
came at length and with it a dreary, rainy
first taught him to ride and swim; and, as
sky and many a tearful eye. But again
he grew to manhood, the cordial welcome
strength was manifested in weakness, for
given him by the old nurse, with • tenderin spite of opposing elements we resolved
ness scarcely inferior to that of his own
to go, even though the greater number of
mother; and while he has such memories
gentlemenlacked the courage to accomclustering around him, he cannot be an
pany us.
enemy to that useful race which was the
After much delay, everything was ready
main strength of our country when we
and with joyous spirits, we spread the sail
stood in the relation which I believe God
and casting off from the shore we glided
intended us to occupy. If wc have been
out with cheerful hearts on our voyage.
diverted from such relation and if hostility
While the blue waters rippled beneath ua
has sprung up to any extent, it has been
and heaven’sluminary smiled on us from
the work of those incendiaries who have
above, we commented on out success, recome in to destroy the natural relation of
garding tl»e favorable circumstances as a
the races, and thus fomenting a discord by
reward for our untiring efforts, for, (be it
producing the evils which now exist in
said in a whisper) we had a tearful hard
society. But, my friends,it rests with you,
time to get the boys out. Many a tiresome
whatever be the result, to show to the
hour we spent ere we reached our destined
world that you arc incapable of secret
place. But as always, they passed, the
crime, that you hate the ntan who wears a

comer Eleventh and River street opposite distant hills grew brigiiter and nearer;

public square.

Braga aad kadiclan.

soft breezes still fanned us

EDEBOER, F. 8., Physician and Surgeon;
O., Dealer In Drugs and McdlOffice comer Eleventh and River streetoppo
cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Physite public square,
sician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.
TAOESBURG. J.

10.41

in all

pLFERDINK W. A 11. General dealers
Vj in Boots and Shoes; repairing neatly done;
River street.

Taktn

Photographs and Gems

the various styles andsli
I sires; Gallery
on Eighth Street.

.

J$ff

That night we girls resolved to take a
trip to the

^yiNTKRSBRO’SA BROWER

Bakirtti.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One auuEreof

MUU:

aru, cor. Eighth and River atreeta.

HINTING PROMPTLY AMD NEATLY DONE.

r

I

of rtugger
(Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

WHOLE

Mouth of BUck Lake.

PAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors

YfC BRIDE, 0. W., Attorneyat Law and Solidif!
__
tor
_____
in Chancery;
____ icery; t_
office
.....
with
. M. D. Uow-

VAN LANDEOEND’8 BLOCK.

OFFICE :

TOWARD, M.

T

mm,

•

1874.

Fbr the Holland City Newt:

VI EALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer In An Exounion to th«
il Agricultural Implements; commissionagent
for Mowing Machines; cor. lOthA River street.
MY ON* OK

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

m

12,

at 4 p. m.,

gently on, and

we were permitted to press tbe

mask, and whatever it is necessary for
the public peace to do,
that,

intend to
let

do

us see

hill and partake of our dinner
what is the necessary future of these two
in
true
eastern
style. Then we roamed
T. D.. HomeopathicPhysician and
ITAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Mcdl- I)OWER8,
Surgeon: office on M. D. Howard’s lot, cor- and wandered and rested, and talked and races living together. They require the
5.10
New Holland
cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
ner of 8th and Ri verst.;residence on 10th st.
white man to provide for them and pro6.07
5.21
01l»e.
W. Van Dkn Bero's Family Medicines; River St.
2.22
sang, till thclength’uingshadows told us,
.... ....
5.27
Ottawa.
tect them as much as they ever did, and I
6.25
5.85
Robinson.
*9!o5
TTI7ALSH HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist:afull OCHOITEN.R. A., Surgeon,Physician Ohstetrl- “that the time for our departure was at
clan, Regular graduatedand Licensed. Of5.48
Spoonvllle.
Y
stock of goods appertaining
to the business.
believe they will require him to do so, to
fice at residence, corner 9th and Fish street.
hand.” Seated in our light skiff we again
7.10
6.15
Nunlca.
Sec advertisement.
8.45
the end of time, Now, then, as to these
7.28
6.32
Frultport.
8.20
entrusted ourselves to the care of the
Sewiag XacMbh.
7.20
8.00
Muskegon.
7.50
Dry Ooodi.
white men who believe in a war of races
8.25
“deep, blue.”
Montague,
10.00
Pentwater.
that the black man may be exterminated,
TTERT8CII, I). General dealer In Dry l/’ANTERS, A. M., Agent for Grover and BaSlowly behind the hills the sun is sinkIJ Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.; IV ker s Sowing Machines ; Eighth street.
and see in this a future that is desirable, I
HT* The Grand Rapids Freight and Fruit Train cor. Eighth and Market streets.
ing, while in eastern skies silken clouds
Saidltn.
have no sympathy. The negroes were my
will be consolidated on Monday, September 7th,
float in rosy light. The breeze slackens;
Flour aad Food.
TTAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer In
friends in the olden times. They were
1874, leaving Grand Rapids at 12:00 M.; Holland 3
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whins; the waves subside in slumber, and slowly,
Q LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in Flour and
o’clock P.M.; arrivingin Chicago at 4:30 A. M.
our protectors when our brave men went
Eighth street.
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, Ac., Ac. Laslowly indeed the bark moves on. Long
Extra men will be placed on this train that fruit
barbe’s old aland, 8th street.— See Advertisement.
to the field, and the women and children
SUvei, Wood, Birk, Xte.
may be handled carefully.
shadows already stretch from hill to vale,
Holland.

shadowy

you

open and manfully. Now,

*i6!65’

0

Y

0

Furaitur#

Grand

Ra-'ids Branch.

TfEYER

11., A CO., Dealersin all kinds of Fnrniture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.

1*1

Taken

Effect,

Sunday, May

24,

1874.

EIDSEMA J.

TT

GOING NORTH.

GOING SOUTH.

Express. Mall.

STATIONS.

A. ra.

P. ra.

5.20
5.34
5.47
6.00
6.13
6.19
6.40

4.50

Holland.

5.04

Zeeland.
Vriesland.

5.17
6.30
5.43
6.49
6.10

Hudson.
Jennlson's.
Grandvllle.
Or. Rapids,

M., A SON, General Dealers in
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

Express vertisement.
P. m.

Mail.

m.

A.

I\

12.00
11.46
11.33
11.20
11.07
11.01
11.40

10.00
9.46
9.83
9.20
9.07
9.01
8.40

Oroeerlei.

JjU.IET8TRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies;

_

ready market for countrv produce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

rpK VAARWERK,

G. J.. Family Supply Store;
choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street.

—

a

Mich. Lake Shore Ball Boad.
Qe&eral Dealen.

Taken

Effect,

Monday, June

22,

1874.

TVUURSEMA J. A

doing
No. 4

North.

No. 2
m. p. ra.
9 00 12 45
8 05 12 04
7 50 12 00
7 05 11 27
6 20 11 00

STATIONS.

p.

5 80
4 00

Going
No. 3

m.
2 15

p.

Mnskegon

a.

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.
Taken

Effect,

FROM GR’ND

A. X.
8 00
8 15
8 28
8 43
8 52
9 00
9 20
9 44
9 52
10 05
10 20
10 41
10 58
11 06
11 18
11 28
11 39
11 45
A. X.
11 55
P.X.

807
8 17

828
8 36
P.M.
8 45
A.M.
8.20
A M.
9 30
A. X.
7 05
P. X
1 10

in Dry Goodi,
Groceries, etc.; Notary- Public and conveyancer; office and store,cor. 9th and Market street.

A

yAN

PUTTEN A DE VRIES, General Retail
Dealers, in Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,
Hats and Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc, ; River st.

gives an illustrated descriptionof the our pilot was gone since lie bad run
A successfuloperation of transfusion
“India Rubber Shoes for Horses.” It is the boat on a shoal once.
tried of blood was lately performed at Paris, on a
YlfERKMAN, H. D., Dealer in Dry Goods, Gro- an overshoe, made and lined in precisely
to sing, but bow could we! Then young woman, a servant, twenty-twoyears
v
cerics, Crockery, Flour A Provisions.New
Store, Eighth street.
similar manner to the articles of apparel like Paul when he was in a similar of age, who had become extremely ex-

We

f

we

exhorted each other
A SONS, General DealersIn Drv worn by the human race, and, in fact, pre- predicament
Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps, etc.; sents no points of difference save in its
to
Utke
meat,
saying
this is the fifth
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st.
TO GR'ND RAPIDS.
shape and its manufacture of the best hour, that ye have continued fasting, havExpress. Mail.
STATIONS.
Hardware.
quality of india rubber. It is designedas ing taken nothing. But many a morsel
A. X.
P. X.
Grand Rapids.
10 00
8 55 TTAVERKATE,G, J. A SON, let Ward Harda substitute for the iron shoe, and as a passed unrclished.
Grandville.
9 47
8 40
ware Store; sell cheaper than any other;
Byron Centre.
9 32
8 24
means of preventing the many maladies
8th street.
At this moment when hope itself was
Sunday, August

23,

VIT'ERKMAN

1874.

vy

820
P.X.
5 85
P- x.
10 10
A.X.
4 05

AA

Dorr.
Hilliards.

9 17

808

908

Hopkins.
Allegan.
Otsego.

9 00
8 38
8 13
8 05

7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
5

Plainwell.

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
Portage.
8cboolcraft
Flowcrfleld.

Moorepark.
Three Rivers.
Florence.
Constantine.
White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Cleveland.
Buffalo.

746
7 35
7 14
6 58
6 48
6 38
6 28
6 17
6 10
A.X.
6 00
P.X.
10 40
P.X.
11 25
P.X.
7 20
P.X.
12 25

yAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer in General Hard- to which horses’ feet are subject The despair, wc heard a voice, from a passing
60
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
elasticity allows the hoof to remain in its boat, exclaim in mock-distress“what will
30
03
LANDEGEND A MELIS, Dealers In natural shape while protected from abra- ye take for a tow?” which was answered
55
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple* sion against pavementsby the heavy sole
by our party witli a variety of answers, as
40 ments; Eighth street.
25
beneath. The device is easily removed where are we? How far are we off Point
68

03
47
83
28
5 18
5 07
5 00

P.X.

yAN

•

“

_

.
HOUSE.
--

w w

^

—

QITY

E. Kkllooo A Son, Proprietors.
Built in 1873; FurnishedInelegantstyle, and
a first-class hotel throughout.

_

ture, the horse is left
ter time the

barefooted. In win- Won’t you please take us home,

coveringserves as

a

protection been

on

this water for more

wc

than

into a

blood. The

latter

was sent

cup from the veins of the donor and

collected in the inferior part of the instru-

ment,

whence it

was

by

a

small piston

worked by a handle. It was then forced

have vent coagulationof the fluid, was first immersed in tepid water, and the tubes used

A.X.
1 00

1

pENDER, G. II. Livery and Sale Stable; new
A) ham opposite City Hotel Market street.

47-ly

IV

;

As compared with iron shoes, the cost of
the rubber ones

is

about one

third more,

and Sale Stable; Market and their weight is some forty per cent
less. Hixteen sizes are manufactured, so

vegeUbles; Meat Market on 8th street.'

was equal to the task, and in due this was sufficientto secure restoration to
time they landed us safely at (Central the patient, and to enable her, after t lapse
Wharf, where we found anxious friends of seven weeks, to resume her ordinary
ability

awaiting us?

-

..

Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings' at Odd
Fellows’ Htll, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening

Xsrchaat Tallon.

At High

Falls,

New

-

—

mittal equally un-informing.Our lady

-

— o-

occupation.

The

“ Washington— I>ee University,” at

Lexington, Va. of which the late Gen.

was President at the time of
being handsomely endowed
by the people of tbe Southern States.
R. E. Lee,

his death, is

South Carolina has already given $18,000
flf

her part, which

is

Ken-

tucky has raised $2.5,000 for the chair of

correspondentcannot have been ignorant .historyand
York, the other of the rule so universally adopted,exclud-

political

$27,000 for the chair

day, a young lady, while crossing a field ing all

put at $50,000.

economy; LoUi8iana
of.

modern languages*

anonymous communications.We Texas, $25,000 for the chair of applied

was knocked down by a ram, and tbe next concluded however to give her the benefit
mathematics; and Virginia has also conMerchant Taylor, and Doaler
in ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish- lime tbe damaged damsel saw her lover of an exception, because she assured us in
tributed
$25,000. Each of these States is
ing Goods,
she informed that astonished youth that he her note, that “ the simple truth has been

OOSMAN.J.W.,

of each week.

AJ

Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.

Orro Brsyman, N. G.

Hiald, Stc. Sec'f.

.....

ranged that by no possibilitycould any air
enter with the

against illness due to the

X. 0. Of 0. F.

•

Dr. Strauss. The aspiator used was so ar-

common practice hours? After a good deal of entreating they were of gold. Before employment,the
of mingling salt with the ice and snow in complied with the last request. We on apparatus was filled with blood, so that
PHOENIX HOTEL. J. Ryder, Proprietor; city streets, while the roughened surface our part did what we could, cheeringthem considerable of that obtained from the
opposite theC. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.
of the rubber beneath serves to give the on with the songs, “NearercrHome,” “Four healthy veins was lost. In all about one
A.X
7 06
animal a foothold in slipperyweather. Little Injins,” &c. But their strength and ounce, out of three, was administered, but
Llnry aad Bali Stabler.

4 50
A.X.
9 20
A.X.
11 00

Preventionof Cruelty to Animals.

____

complished by Dr. Behier from the arm of

three

Having experiencedhow it feels to be
"VriBBELINK, J. H.. Livery and Sale Stable; that acuratc fits may be obtained. With on the lake with an unskilled crew, we
i-X good accommodation for hones; 9th street, reference to wear, the inventor states that write this, Pro Ihno ftMico, cautioning
F. k A. M.
near Market.
them to be wise in the selection of Capthe durability, owing to the line quality of
A Riqulab Communication of Unity Lodoi,
tain and Pilot. As to ourselves we shall
Meat
Xarketi.
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
rubber employed is very great. The de- never forget the happy sensation we felt
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Sept. IT- LEYS, P., First Ward Meat Market; best of vice has been successfully used for some when we again pressed “terra flrma.”
IV Meats always on hand. Eighth street
23, at 7X o’clock, lharp.
time post, and has received the endorse[The above correspondence was sent us
W. H. Joslin, W. M.
TTUITB.J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and ment of the New York Society for the without signature, with a letter of trans-

B. A. Schoutin, Per.

received into the Hospi-

and the transfusion was ac-

» v/j/ 1

HOTEL.

H., Livery
street.

R. K.

work. She was
tal de la Pitie,

from or put on the hoof, and hence, while Siberia? How far is it to Holland ? What through a canula into the veins of the pa* proprietor
X
IV IVAI
P. Zalsman,
standing in the stall or turned out to pas- lime is it? How are things in tlje City? tient. The instrument, in order to pre-

•

First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
from the Trains. Eighth street.
_

BGONE,

Domburo,

hausted through hemorrhage and over-

Hoteli.

*
^ETNA
•

;

J. O.

home. [Applause.] It was

IV

RAPIDS

Express. Mall.
P. M.
4 50
5 05
5 18
5 33
5 43
5 50
6 10
6 34
6 41
6 55
7 10
7 82
7 48
7 57

River street.

rTM! ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

m.

7 00

2 53
800
2 56 8 10
3 80 9 05
3 68 11 00
4 18 11 30
5 10
1 00

Ferryshurg

10 40
9 50

South.
No. 1

CO., Dealers in Dry Goods,
Hats, Caps,

U
Crockery,Glassware,
Clothing and Feed;
Groceries,

remained at

R., Dealer in Staves, Wood and spreadinglike a pall o’er the lake; solemnthey who brought the Mississippi Valley
Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
ity reigns; the hushed gigle, and an occainto cultivation, and by them alone can
Tficeoind Cigars.
sional sigh betray anxious hearts. The
that valley, in my opinion, ever be culti'TMf ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, gloom of night is around us; the star
vated. They are as necessary to us as we
JL Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
spangled canopy above and the unfathomare to them; and, that kind of relationsexWago&oikiri and Blaekiaitha.
able waters beneath. Our eyes strive in
isting between us, it is no reason why the
vain
to discern the shore. Our youthful
T?LIEMAN, J.. Wagon and Blacksmith Simp;
prosperity
of the future shall not exceed
JT Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing pilot fails to tell where wc are, since there
done. Cash paid for Furs.
that of the past. But I do not intend to
is a star, brighter and nearer than the one
trench upon a question on which undoubtWatcher and Jewelry.
that shines steadily in the north. “Mother
edly
every one had formed his opinion. I
4 LBEUS A WYNNE. Jewelers and Watchmu- is so sick, I wish I was home;” “Father
1\. kers. The oldest establUhment in the city;
would only say for myself that, as I canEighth street.
will be so anxious, I wish I was ashore,”
not have hostilityto those deluded people,
TOSLIN
OSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers,JewdJewel- and like expressions betrayed a yearning
9J era, and dealers in Fancy Goods ; cor. Eighth for Holland. Our Grand Rapids represen- the only feeling of indignation I have k
and Market streets.
against the white men who have disturbed
tativesseemed unconcerned(?),but others
this relationbetween us, who have fomented
reconciled to their fate, made a virtue of
India Bubber Shoes for Honei.
discord; who have led the imaginative
necessity and were willing to spend the
negro into evil; against them, I soy, I hurl
night with nothing, but a chilly atmosthe thunderboltof your vengeance.”
The Scientific American of the 12th inst., phere for a covering. Our confidence in
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W., Merchant Taylor. CloHi purchae- might go about his business,
ed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing
disgusted with the sex.
promptly attended to. River
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as she was represented,and

we

all consequences.”]

are .responsible for

give the amount of $50,000. Missouri

has nearly

completed her endowment of

$50,000 for the chair of applied chemistry.
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Alabama,

Virginia North Carolina,and South Qirolina,
the conditionis aMftt as good as at the

time last

year. In Georgia and

same

Florida the

crop is injured by drought. Tho conditions
are

NEWS SUMMARY.

now

money

without a shock a recent speech at Bheims, advocated the discounty,"and soki tion of the French Assembly. He declared
that “ wl^en the curreueyshall h*yo beep that a monarchy was impossible^ that in
nattered tp(a specie value banking should bp Franflo there were but Republicans and Bona]
qpkle frige, so tl;*t the cii^ilatiiH pactylts.
.!> '*
medium may expand' or contract, accord
ing to the demand of commerce or trade
The Southern Troubles— Action of thc
and declaring “that tho cheap and prompt
National Authorities.
transportation of the product of industry
On the 2d inst. President Grant addressed
should be promoted by the National and State
the following letter to Secretary Belknap
Governments by appropriatelegislation. ". .
Long Branch, Hept. 2, 1874.
The Missouri Independent Btute Con- Gen. W. W. Belknap, Hricretaryof AVai1 :
vention met at Jefferson City <Jn
Recent atrocitieslu the South, particutho 2d inst. and nominated William larly In Loutiilana,Alabama aud Botith
Carolina,ehow dlarenardfor law, civil
Gentry, of Pettis county, for Governor, and rlRhta, and personal protectloa that
H. W. Headier, for Lieutenant-Governor.ought not to be toleratediu any civilized
Government. It looka os if. unlcea epeedily
The platform deprecates any further contrac- checked, matters uniat beoome worse, until life
tion of the national currency as detrimental and property there wiil receive no protection
irora the local authoritiesuntil such auto the producing classes. ...Judge Peck has
thority becomes powerless. Under such circumbaeu elected Governor of Vermont by the stances,It is the duty of th» Government to give
all aid for the protection of life and civil rignta
customaryBepublican majority.
to a specie standard

cr(ip goherally is sufffrlnaaffro® to .the business interests Of tho

nowee, the

loss favorable than last year. In

Missouri the prospects are somewhatunfavor-

j-/ t

A Fiendish Crime.

Daly’s play, “ Uiider the Gaslight,” the leading situation is the flendishitess of two oi^ the villains,who tie
thoir victim aero w a railroad track and
leave him there td be killed by an approaching train, from which positionhe
is rescued by a friendly hand in time to
save his life. At the time of the first
production of this play, this particular
situation was looked upon as highly
sensational,because it wasinot Ijkely
ever to occur in actual life.’ The exact,
situation,however, has occurred in
actual life, with the deplorable exception that there was no friendlyhand io
rescue the victim from his fate. A few
nights^ since, near Jeffersonville, Ind:,
August Gardner, a young Frenchman,
while walking along the railroad track
in the direction of LouisvMle, in search
would of employment, was accosted by three
In 'Mr.

:

able.

.

The East.

Gov. Keli/hmi,of Louisiana has offered a
reward of $5,000 for the* ai^tehensiou and
sight of Cape Henry, lant week, and reported conviction of any person concerned in the
her captain and several of the crew dead from Coushatta massacre....The Citizens’Bank
ptBnw Uwm. *v. .
of New Orleans, one of the oldest, and in
Evan Horbih, of Pittsburgh, has left for years gone by, one of the soundest financial

Thc brig ClwtilJa,

froito Havana,

came

in

8t. Johns, K. F., to row a single-scull race with

institutions ip the eouhtry, has suspended.

.

.

.

George Brown, of Halifax, for the champion- Tho Collector of Customs at E! Paso, Texas,
ship of America and a purse of $4,000. The in a letter to the Chief of the Bureau of Starace will take place on the Kennebeckafais tistics, dated Aug. 17, says: “We have not

legally

authorized. To this end,

I

wish you

‘

The Nebraska Bepublican State Convention consult with the Attorney -General, who Is well in- rnffiaus who demanded his money. He*
While a christeningparty were passing on days. Everything is scorching hot and burn- was held at Omaha, on the 3d iust. J. C. Mc- formed as to the outragesalready committed,and appealed to their sense of generosity by
the localities where the greatest danger lies, and ao
Duee street, Brooklyn, last week, a German ing up. Many cattle have died of starvation." Bride was nominated for Treasurer, George order the troops as to be availablein case of neces- telling them he was a poor man iu search
sity. All proceedingsfor thc protectionof the
.named George Lntz sainted them by firing his
of work. The appeal was in vaii^howA MKftSAOE has been sent to the President U. Roberts for Attorney-General,and Patrick
South wifi be under the Law Department of the
pistol in a very reckless manner. One ball from Shreveport, La., signed by leadingmer- O'Howes for Contingent Congressman. The Government, and will be directed by tho Attorney- ever, the fiends not only being destitute!
passed through the arm of Lena Chumark chants,bankers and professionalmen of that platformadopted declares in favor of free General, is accordance with the provisions of the of generosity,but, as the sequel shows,
Enforcementact. No instructions need, therefore,
and lodged in the head of the child in her city, denying that any residentof that parish banking ; counsels economy and reform iu all be given the troops ordered into the Southcn of all human feeling also. After taking
axms. Physicians pronounce both wounds participated in the recent murders, claiming the departments of the public service, and a States except as they may be transmitted from time his small supply of money, they threw
to time on advice from toe Attorney-General, or as
him down upon the track and bound
fatal. Lutz was arrested.... A New York that no spirit of lawlessness exists in that reductionof the public debt as rapidly ae may circumstances may determinehereafter.
him to it, notwithstanding his piteous
O.
S.
Grant.
be
without
imposing
burdens
bn
the
industries
dispatch of the 7th inet. says : “ The answer parish that cannot bo controlled by tho local
pleading for mercy, and his appeals to
of Henry Ward Beecher to the complaint of authorities ; claiming that tho condition of of the country; demands that railways be
Ou tho 8d iust. Attorney-General
Willlama
Theodore Tilton was received to-day by affairs there has been misrepresented abroad, subservient to tbo public good, and proclaims issued instructionsto all United States Mar- them not to kill him, for he did not
know them, had never done them any
Beecher's attorneys,and was at once served and asking that a commissionof fair-minded a determination to resist by all lawful means shals and Attorneys in the South to the effect
harm, and would never say anything
on plaintiff, together with the answer. De- men be appointedby the President te visit all exorbitant tolls; favors equally-imposed that they shall proceed with all possibleenerabout the robbery. All in vain ! They
fendant answers to the complainant: 1. Louisianaand ascertain the truth.... The taxation, and demands that State and na- gy to detect, expose, arrest, and punish tho
turned a cold ear to his entreaties, bound
That each and every allegation in said com- places in Louisiana designated for troops to tional legislation compel the railroadsto pay perpetratorsof ail Ku-Klux outrages, giving
them the privilege of calling upon any United him to tho rails, and left him to his fate.
plaint contained, except that plaintiff and prevent outrages are New Orleans, Baton in the same proportion as individnals ; recogStates troops in the vicinityto assist them The poor wretch struggled to free himMiss Elizabeth Si. Itichards were married Bouge, Shreveport, Alexandria,Monroe, Har- ifizes the power of the General Government whenever it may lie necessary. They are cauself with superhumau strength,for he
tioned not to interfere in any way with any
on Oct. 2, 1855, and lived together as husband risonburg and St. Martinsville.
to regulate commerce between tho States
knew that a train would soon pass that
politicalor party action not iu violation of law,
and wife up to 1874, is utterly falso. 2. That
A mask meeting of the citizens of Maury recommendsthe establishment of a doubleway, and in the darkness of the night,
Lift to protectall classesiu tho free exorcise
this defendant never had, at any time or at county, Tenn., held at Columbia last week, track raj| way between the East and West; of the elective franchise.
he would be unseen by the engineer.
any place, any unchaste or improper relations adopted resolutions denouncing in strong favors an amendment to the Constitution
The horror he must have suffered, his
with the wife of the plaintiff,and never at- terms the lawless outrages recently committed providingfor the election of President by
agony as he heard the train in the far
Hard Work for Water.
tempted or sought to have any such relations.” in that State, and appealing to the citizens of direct vote : opposes a third Presidential
distanceevery instant coming nearer to
____ The New Haven Wheel Factory, at New
The sperm-whalingvoyages were the him, no pen could describe. His
the countiesin which the disturbances have term ; declares tho Quaker Indian policy a
Haven. Ct. lias been totally destroyed by tire. occurred to preserve law and order without failure : and approves the Civil Bights bill.
most protracted ami tedious. Some forty •screams for help aroused no one. Ho
Loss, #500,00(1.
Alexander H. Stephens has been renomi- years ago, an incident transpiredon was alone with bis fate, but he strugFederal intervention.... Tho ArkansasConAt Hackensack, N. J., last week. Frederick stitutionalConvention has adjourned to tho nated for re-election to Congressfrom Geor- board a sperm whale-ship, while eras- gled on bravely to release himself. He
could not unfasten the ropes, but he
Stuart was sentenced to twenty years’ impris- 20th of October— several days after tho elec- gia,.. Judge Poland has beou defeated for ing about the equator, in the Pacific,
succeeded in so loosening them as to be
which
was
amusingly
illustrative
of
the
onment in the peuitoatiaryfor horse-stealing. tion on the new Constitution. Should the CenereHs in the Second Vermont District!
able to swing his arms and body off the
tact
aud
energy
of
her
master
in
manThe West.
Constitution be ratified,the Convention will The vote is as follows,in all but ten preaging affairs,after wearing away near- track. A few minutes more and heAt Cincinnati, a few days ago, Oliver Saffer, stand adjourned sine die.
cincts : Poland, 5,293 ; Denison, 6.486 ; Mead,
ly a whole season with indifferent suc- might perhaps release his legs also.
aged 35, son of Judge James Saffer. shot his
The yellow fever has already appeared at 547 ; Davenport and scattering, 2,127 ; Denison
cess. Near the close of the ernise, the This faint hope, however, was never
sister with a shot-gun because she remonseveral Gulf ports, and the Secretary of tho over Poland, 1,191. Hence there is no choice
supply of fresh water had become realized. Before he could accomplish
strated with him about hie hard drinking.
Treasury has issued a circular directingtho iu the district,a majority being required in alarmingly short for the allotted time be- it, the remorseless scream of the engine
The young lady, it is feared, is mortally quarantining of all infected ports under the order to an election at the first trial. At the
fore returning to port. This was a was heard. He closed his eyes, and in
wounded.
provisionsof the law of 1791. There is said next trial a plurality wiil elect.
source of regret, with both officers and another instant the heavy train had
The recent National Camp Meeting at New to be goed cause for apprehensionas to the
George F. Hoar, of tke Worcester (Mass.) men, as it was hoped they could fill the severed his leg and hurled him off at
Lenox, 111., was very largely atteneud....An spread of the disease.
district, announceshis willingnessto become ship before the season terminated ; and the side of the track. He crawled away
item marking the progress of trade is the pura candidate for Congress....Tho Democratic the captain would not have listened for and lay bleeding and nearly senseless
Washington.
chase in Chicago, and shipment to Liverpool,
The new Postmaster-General,Marshall ticket has been electediu Wyoming Territory. a moment to the proposition to put the all night long in the darkness aud the
r:Vi Montreal, of 300 head of cattle. A steamrain. The next day he died.
Steele has been re-electedDelegate to Con- crew on a short allowance, had it been
Jewell, has assumed the duties of his office.
er has teen fitted up at Montreal with stalls
The annals of crime do not furnish a
suggested. He, however, ordered a
The internal revenue receiptsfor the first gress by from 500 to COO majority.
and other conveniences,and it is proposed to
drinking-cup
made,
so
as
to
be
easily more appalling or atrocious one than
A conventionof Southern Bepublican? has
two months of the present fiscal year exceed
make the trade in beeves between Chicago
secured, to, or detached from, the royal this, or one more utterly destitute of
the amount receivedfor tho corresponding been called to meet at Atlanta,Ga.. on the
and Liverpool a permanent one. This is a
mast head. Having placed it in its ex- mercy and humanity. In all the torperiod last year by over half a million 12th of October, for the purpoee._Aiistatediu
alted position, all hands were mustered, ture-chambersof the world there has
new outlet to the enormous cattle-tradeof
the call, of “settingforth to the nation the
dollars.
and given to understand that they never been a rack more feaiful. It reChicago.
true condition of tho South. ’’....The ConIt is given out from Washington that no
would
have their regular allowance of calls the “Living Death,” “The Fall1
Edwahd Dwyek died near Cincinnati, the
formal order will be issued from tho War De- servativeState Central Committee of Louisi- tea and coffee served night aud morn- of the House of Usher,” and the horriother day, from the effectsof a bite from a
partment as to thj distributionof troops in ana have issued an address to the people of ing
but
(in- ble stories of the Inquisitionwhich Poe
man named Michael Casey, with whom he had
the Department of the Booth, but the whole tho United States, iu which they protest cluding himself) desired to quench so graphicallypictured. It presents a
p. tiight. ... A mile a minute. That was the
matter will be left with the department com- against tho action of the Government in send- his thirst during the day, he picture of demoniac cruelty which can
rate at which a train traveled from Clinton.
mander, who will dispose of the forces as he ing troops to that State.
must go aloft, get the dringing cup, only find its equal in some of the
Iowa, to Chicago, a few days ago ..... An inbring it on deck, obtain and drink the medieval prints of hell depicting the
may deem expedient.The troops now in the
vestigationinto the affairs of the Minnesota
Foreign.
water (without spilling a drop), thep tortures of the damned,— C/a'cafiro
South are distributed us follows : Three
State Land office,as managed by Charles MeThe eruption from Mount .Etna shows no
take it back and place it at the mast- Tribune.
companies of the Second infantryin Alabama,
Ilrath, who has been Auditor for twelve years,
signs of abatement.... All feermany cele- head again. The narrator of this epsix in Georgia, and one in Tennessee. Tho
has resulted in the dicovery of the
The penuriousness of Queen Victoria
brated, with groat enthusiasm,the anni- isode jocosely remarked that, “ It was
entire Third infantryat Holly Springs,Miss.
ict that Molirath is defaulter to the amount
versary of the battle of Sedan. Sept. ____ wonderful to observe what a 1 persuad- has been irequently commented upon,
three companies of the Sixteenth infantry’ in
of about $80,000. The unascertained loss
The Marquis of Ripon has resigned tho posi- er ’ against too much drinking was the but the most striking instanceof houseKentucky,two iu Arkansas, one in Missiscannot be estimated under hundreds of thoution of Grand Master of Free Masons in En- exercise of ‘shinning’ to the royal hold economy on her part is found ii
sippi, one in Louisiana, and one ir. Tennesthe statement that “The Prince of
sands. Included in the latt or must be countgland. and will be succeeded ad interim by tho truck twice, for a pot of water.” And,
see. Eight companies of the Seventy-eighth
Wales appeared in tho costume oi
ed sales of lands and timber to favored perby this means, the supply held out
Prince of Wales.
infantry in South Carolina and two in GeorCharles I. at the recent ball at Marlsons, business associations of Mcllrath,or
and
before
the
end
of
the cruise, they
The civil guards over Bazaine, who were
gia. Eight companies of the Fifth artillery
improved the timely •pporfcunity of borough House.” Among poor people,
of Munch, then State Treasurer,at loss than
arrested at Ste. Marguerite on charge of conit is not unusual to have the children
iu Florida, one in Georgia, two in South Carofilling every empty cask with oil, and
value, without chance for competition,and on
niving at his escape, have been released ____
lina, and one in Virginia. Six companiesof
trimmed their sails for thc homeward wear out the clothed of their fathers,
terms not allowed other buyers. In one inThe sale of ten Bonapartistjournals all pubthe 2d artilleryin North Carolina, one in South
passage.—
Acammon’a Marine Mam- and grandfathers, but in a royal family
stance Mcllrath is directly charged with
lished in ibo provinces, has been prohibited
it has an appearance of parsimony that
Carolina, one iu Virginia, and four in Marymals.
receivinga bribe of $500 for making a private
by order of the Minister of the Interior....
is disgusting.
land, making the whole number of troops iu
sale of mineral lauds on the north shore of
Frederick
Dockray,
tho
American
prisoner
in
Some
Facts
About
Eels.
tho several Southern States between 2,500
Lake Superior.
Cuba, has been sent to Spain. He had served
The Markets.
and 3.000.
Eels, it has been proved, have both
The St. Paul papers are filled with reports
fora
time
in the chain gang ____ By the exNEW YORK.
The WashingtonNational Monument Assosexes in one, aud spawn somewhat after
and editorials on the alleged swindling trans127
Beeves ......................... 8
plosion of the coal mine at Dour, Belgium,
ciation reports the gratifying success of its
the manner of other fish. Like the
d\
actions of ex- Auditor Hcllrath. The amount
Hoos—
Dressed .................
appeal for contingentsubscriptions,and tho recently, seven lives were lost. Five miners turtle they can travel out of the water Cotton ........................ ioj@ i?;
of money lost to the State is variouslyestiwere rescued, badly injured.
for some distance, from stream to Flour— Superfine Western ..... 4 40 @ 5 10
society is sanguineof the success of tho enmated at $87,000, $100,000 and $500,000. McThere has been auotber Cabinet crisis in stream, so that in almost every rivulet, Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ......... 1 15 @ 1 17
terprise during the Centennial year. . .Secrellrath has published a card asking a suspenNo. 1 Spring .......... 1 24 (5) 1 30
Spain, tbo ZaballaMinistryhaving resigned in however small, they can be found. Tho
tary Bristow has directed that steps bo taken
Cohn .......................... 69 Ca) 92
sion of public opinion until he can have an
a body. Sagasta immediately formed a now gills or the breathing organs are covered
at once for thc reorganization of tho Secret
Pork— New Mess .............. 22 50 @
opportunityto refute the charges made against
Cabinet — The Carlistshave abandoned the up by a most delicate curtain which Lard— Steam .................
..
Serviceof the Government.
him ..... The town of Mokelumne, Cal., has
CHICAGO.
siege of Puycedra. ..We have advices from cats like a valve and a reservoir for
6
7 00
Gonorai.
been totally destroyed by lire ____ Gov. Osborne
Yokohama. Japan, to the 14th of August. water, thus enabling the fish to take in Beeves— Choice Graded Steers. 6 15 to G 50Choice Natives ........
of Kansas, has sent a second letter to the
At Boston, Sept. 2, Goldsmith Maid, trot- Negotiations between China and Japan for a gill-full of water, so to speak, to keep
Good to Prime Steers. 5 65 @ 6 00*
President renewing his request for arms to ting against time, beat her own previous
the settlementof tho Formosa trouble its gills moist during the time it is out
Cows and Heifers ..... 3 Oil @ 4 00
protect the frontier from Indians. Ho states record, and made her mile in the extraordiMedium to Fair ....... 4 25 to 5 00
wore still in progress, but fears were of the water. It has a heart in the tail,
Inferior to Common.. 2 50 to 3 00
that sixteen citizens of Kansas are known to narily fast time of 2: 14.... Bev. Thomas A.
tho
same
as
it is known to exist in tho
entertained that war between tho two
5 00 fa) 8 00
Hogs—
Live
....................
have been murdered by the Indians Morris,the senior Bishop of the Methodist powers would grow out of the affair. Minis- salmon, with pulsationsat about ninety7 00 (5) 7 25
Flour— Fancv White Winter.
four the minute.
since the 16th day of June last, Church North, died at his residence in SpringBod Winter ...........5 50 to 6 00
ter Bingham had demanded of Japan the inand that no one of the murdererslias been field, Ohio, Sept. 2. aged 80 years.
Wheat— No. 1 Spring ......... 991 to 1 (HI)
demnity claimed by our Government on ac94 to 94)
No. 2 Spring .........
punished,or even apprehended, and urges
A
Modern
Morgiana.—
A
party
of
At Harrisburg, Pa , last week, in the test count of tho Simonozki affair,and the
No. 3 Spring ......... 91 to 92
thieves, in Kentucky, all wearing disthat, as the United States militaryforce in case brought by the Sunday League, Judge ! amomit had been depositedto his credit
Corn— No. 2 ................... 72 to 73’
guises, broke into the house of a widow
that locality is not sufficient to prevent or Pierson decided that a transgressor of SunOats— No. ................... 41 to 44 f
Bazaine has gone to England ____ Members of
lady, and demanded a sum of money Bye— Ne. 2 .................... 81 to 32
punish such outrages,means be furnished the day laws can be fined for each and cveiy sale
the Austrian Polar Expedition, for whose
she had recently received. The money Barley— No. ................. 96 to 98
settlers to protect themselves.... The Black of cigars or merchandiseon Sunday ____ Tho
safety fears wore felt, have been heard from.
2S to 33
was given up, when the thieves demand- Butter— Choice Yellow .......
Hills expeditionorganized at Sioux City, French bkrk Coromandel, of Bordeaux,
They were shipwrecked and took to sleighs, ed that the lady should prepare them Eooh— Fresh .................. 14ito to
Iowa, had been postponed in consequence of wont ashore at Bagdad, Mexico, in a gale, last
23 CO to
•
in which they succeeded,alter a long something to eat. This was done, aud Pork— Mess ...................
14]@ 15
Gen. Sheridan'sprohibitoryorders againstin
week, tod became a total wreck, breaking up journey, in reaching tho Norwegian island of
the men eat heartily, but the lady had
ST. LOUIS.
fringing on Indian reservations.
in less than two hours. The captain, first Wardoe. After abandoning their ship the
mixed poison with the food, and the Wheat— No. 2 Bed Winter ..... 1 15 .» 1 1G
Ilicn gold discoveries are reported in the mate, and three seamen were rescued. Eleven
party traveledfor seven mouths in sledges, next morning two of tho thieves were Cohn— No. 2 ................... 71 1 to 727
Muscleeliell river, near Carroll. Montana Ter- of tho crew are supposed to have perished.
Oats— No. 2 ................... 47 to 18
and two winters wore passed on tho ice. Tho found dead. One of them is said to
87 to 91
Bye—
2 ....................
ritory. and Carrollis almost wholly deserted
San Antonio, Tex., has been made a Cath- highest point reached was in latitude 80. A have been recognized as tho lady’s Pork—No.
Mess ................... 24 00 @24 25
for the mines. The gold yield Is from one to olic diocese, with Vicar-General Pollloor of
largo tract of land was discoveredto tho nephew.
Lard .........................
11
lci
seven cents per pan ..... A dispatch from Bis- Mobile, as its first Bishop. A diocese has
..........................
4 00 @ 6 65
northward of Nova Zembla. Only one death
The population of Great Britain and Cattle ..................
mark says a party of fifty men wilt leave that alsq been organized in the Bio Grande dis^
occurred during the entire voyage.
MILWAUKEE.
Ireland at this time is stated in the
place in about thirty days for tho Black Hills. trict, headquarters at Brownsville,and Bev.
The French Government has sent a large
Wheat-No. .................1 03 @ 1 041
Register General’s returns to be, now,
The party will bo composed of experienced D. Manney, of Mobile, Bishop.
No. 2 .................. 93 @) 1 00
forfie of troops to the Spanish frontier to
32,412,(100,
or
600,000
more
than
double
miners and hunters, who not only know the
Corn— No. 2 ................. ’• 72
73
guard
against
a
violation
of
the
neutrality
Political.
the population enumerated at the first Oatb-.No. 2 ............
*3
45
color of gold and the habits of tho Indians,
The Republicans of Nebraska mot in State laws by tho Carlisle. This action will cut off census iu 1801. The population of Ire- Baulky— No. 2 .....
92
•
hut are sharp enough to ovadO the military,
83
84
Convention at Lincoln on tho 2d inst., and the main source of supplies for the army of land in 1874 is only 84,000 more than in
and who, once in tho hills,can live as red men
nominated Silas Garber for Governor and L. the pretender, and greatly hasten tho sup- 1801. The population of Scotland in
live, and consequently will not bother themWHEAT-WhitO ........... ..... * 15 @ 1
Creunso for Congress .... Tho Ohio Bepub- pression of the rebellion.... Something of a 1874 is 212,000 more than double the Corn
.......................... 76
7J
selves with supplies to any groat extent.
lican State Convention was held at Columbns sensation has been caused in English aristo- population of 1801. The population of
Twelve car-loads of Menuonites from on the 2d inst. The followingticket was cratic circles by tho action of the Marquis of England and Wales in 1874 is above
.......... 88 /0). 90
Bussia passed through Chicago One day last aPominated
For Secretary ol State, Ripon iu renouncingFreemasonry, resigning 5,500.000more tha» double the popula- Pork— Mesa ................... 23 5U @24 00
Laud ......................... 18
14 week. They were bound for Nebraska, where
V ikoff, .
Adams
for the Grand Mastership of the order, and join- tion in 1801.
TOLEDO.
an extensive colony has been located.
.The Supreme Judge, long term, Luther Day,
had a drop of rain in this vicinity for 365

river, Sept. 25.
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command of Gen.

up with a

of

force of

about 500 Cheyennes near the headwaters of
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Miles, operating against th*

Indians in Texas, came
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:

ing tho CatholicChurch....Spain is recruiting

of Portage; short term, W. W. Johnson,
of Lawrepce ; for School Commissioner,

troops for sorvico in Cuba.

A destructive

conflagrationoccurredat

Wheat— No. 1 Red ......
A Louisvillk paper says that Annty
Betsey Fisher has twenty-two living Corn .................... ......
46
children. When asked by a reporter
.......... DETROIT.
for some particulars of her muchWhkat— Extra ........
motherhood,she admitted the twenty-

()AXg

.

®
@ ™

4!)

Thomas W. Howe, of Lake ; Clerk of tho Su- Meiningeu, Germany, last week. Half of the
Bed river, on the 30th ult., and a sharp en- preme Court, Rodney Foss, of Clinton ; memplace was burned. The loss on buildings
gagement ensued, lasting fi*© hours, result- ber of the Board of Public Works, Stephen R.
alone is estimatedat 3.000,000thalers. Up76 fn> ii
two, but said : “ Don’t publish it, as I
ing in a loss to the Indiansof thirty killed Hosmor, of Muskegon. A platformwas
wards of 700 families have been made homecame out to Kentucky in search of an- OAra.V.'.V.'.V..’.........
46
47
and wounded.
CLEVELAND.
adopted favoring a revenue tariff,“with such less, and there is groat distress ..... The Portother husband.”
Wheat— No. 1 Bed ...........1 11 @ 1 12
The South.
incidental protection as may aid American uguese Minister of the interiorhas issued a
No. 2 Bod ....... ..... 1 08 6) 1 0f>
The following is Condensed from tlx? Nation- industry ;” demanding “ the adoption of such notice that the Arabian ports on the Rea Sea
Following the mews— Driving the Corn .......................... % fa) 80
al Cotton Exchange crop report for August : measures as shall gradually restoreour paper are infected with tho plague ..... Jules Simou.in
nocturnal tcm-cat to his lair.
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The Black Hills Gold District.
Gea. Custer’s expeditionhas returned. The glowing accounts of the
beauty and the agricultural and mineral
resources of the Black Hills country
hare attracted universal attention to
that hitherto unknown section of the
Union. Gen. Custer’sdispatches* Gen.
Forsyth’s
-the,' reports of
correspondents, all agree as to the facts
aboye stated.
In his expedition,Gen. Custer took
his line southwest from Fort Lincoln
till he struck the Little Missouri, and
thence, crossing over to the North Fork

diary,

of the Cheyenne, entered the Black
Hills from the northwest ; and, passing

through them, sent several parties to
the South Forkdf the Cheyenne. These
two streams seem to embrace the entire
Black Hills district. From the South
Fork he turned northeast to Harney’s
Peak, in the vicinity of which gpld was
found in paying quantities, even with
the superficial prospecting the miners
were able to give the country. Hence
he pursued his way north to Bear Butte,
and, exploring an important section of
the Little Missouri, he returned eastward through Hart Itiver valley to Fort
Lincoln.
With our present means of transit,
the Black Hills can be more easily
reached than any of our other mining
districts. Bismarck and Yankton, Dak.,
North Platte, Neb., and Cheypnne,
WyC., are all accessibleby rail; and
the distance from each to Harney’s
Peak is not very different.
Of course the best and cheapest route
to reach the mines will depend on the
location of the adventurerat the time
of starting. From all this section, and
eastward, the most direct and the
cheapest route, and in all respects the

by Yankton. The Bad Lands
must be crossed from Bismarck ; and
from the Union Pacific railway northbest, is

ward, the country

is

by

no

means

invit-

ing. From Brule City the route is up
the White Earth, where
an abundance of pasturage, wood, and
water can be found. Full outfits can
be purchasedat Sioux City and Yankton on reasonable terms. Were it not
for the injunctions the Sioux, and the
Government as well, put upon emigrants, the mines could now be reached
from Chicago in from seven to ten days
the Valley of

at most.

As the Government is responsiblefor
the excitement sure to follow these important discoveries, an effort should be
made as soon as possible to extiuguisn
the Indian title, not only to the Black
Hills, but also to the Big Hora Mountains and the adjacent districts.
But, while, in due time, we expect
to see a great rush to the Black Hills,
we warn our readers that to go now
would be not only a hazardous, but a
most foolhardy experiment.
The Sioux regard this as sacred territory. They will concemratetheir savage bands, and defend it to the death
with several thousand warriors.Whoever values his life more than gold will
stay away till the Indian title to these
lands is extinguished.Any one, no
matter how large his party, goes there

Extraordinary Prophecies.

Making a Few Remarks.

[From the Point Coupee (L».) llepublican.

Mr. Stone, a well known and excellent
Christian gentleman, belonging to one
of the Murray Hill churches in New
York City, was up in the country in the
summer, and learning that an evening
prayer meeting was in progress at the
village church, walked in and took a seat
in the back part of the room. The
brother in the chair conducting the
meeting, observing the stranger, left
his seat, and coming to Mr. Stone, said

Mr. Editor: About a montli ago
an acquaintance, who came from Germany, showed me

paper which
had been out from a German paper and
sent to him, containingthe prophecies
of a niouk named Tranquil Wolfgang,
who died at Munich in 1873. Although
I had studied German, I.woa not a good
enough scholar to translate it with ease,
and I persuaded him to do it for me,
and send you the results. In my estimation all prophecy is the result of
keen calculation. Thus when he prophecies that France will be divided into
four States he has calculated that as
France is no longer the head of Europe
the centrifugalforce will overbalance
the centripetal, diversity will displace
unity. The four French parties, Bourbons, Orloanists, Imperialistsand
Itepublicans,each caring more for its
particular interest than for a unity
which no longer gives the directing
power that Franco formerly had, will
each be strong enough to occupy a portion of the country, but not strong
enough to put down the others. But,
without further aualyzation,I give the

document itself, us

a slip of

follows

:

prophecies of the Monk Tranquil Wolfgang, died at Munich, 1873.

The

to

him:

<

What is your name ?”
“My name is Stone.”
“ Where are you from ?”
“ I am from the city of New York.”
“

Are you one of the Lord’s people ?”
“I hope that I am,” answered Mr.
Stone with becoming humility. The
presiding genius, satisfied with the answers to his catechism, returned to his
elevated seat, and at the end of the
hymn rose aud said
“

:

“Will Brother Stone, from New
York, favor us with a few remarks ?”
Mr. Stone, willing to do what ho
could, and having often been told by
the N. 1\ Observer to do in the country
what he would in tue city, rose and
made a few practical observationsto the
best of his ability. No sooner had he
sat down than the presiding elder rose
and said :
"’Will Brother Stone, of Now York,
ask the Lord to bless Ms feeble re-

1874. Strengthening the Spanish
Republic. Dissatisfaction in France.
General armament in Italy. A new
Chief of Goverumei.t in France. Death marks”
of Pius IX.
Undismayed by this commentary on
1875. War between Italy and France. his speech, Mr. Stone offered prayer,
The Italian armies besiege Paris. De- and the meeting proceeded as usual.—
feat of the French army; Italian oc- iV. Y. Observer.
cupation of Algiers. National plebiscitum in Corsica, Nice and Savoy. InA Strange Freak.
undation in Austria.

1876. Paris surrenders in March.
Ratification of peace in Corsica. Nice,
Savoy and Corsica incorprrated with
Italy. Revolution in Spain and fall of
the Government. The pestilence in
Russia. Prince Fritz German Emperor.
Revolution in England.
1877. Communism and famine in
France and Spain. European Congress
in Rome. The new Pope reconciled
with Italy. General armament in Europe. Franca divided into four States.

Inundationsand hurricanes in

Italy.

Great cold in Germany.
1878. A now European Congress in
Berlin. Death of Queen Victoria. New
Government in Spain. The Christians
in Turkey are free. Dissatisfaction
in
Portugal, Poland and Hungary. Cholera in France. Discovery of a remedy
for cholera in Bavaria.
1879. Great storms in England. Universal peace. General disarmaments.
Great disdbveries at sea. The Pope reforms the church and suspends the
order of the Jesuits.

According to the Baltimore American, on Monday afternoon a gentleman
of that city, while apparently laboring
under an aberration of mind, rushed

one Mosher, a photographer, and demanded to have his
picture taken. Mr. Mosher was abinto the gallery of

sent, but his assistant, Mr. Schweikcrt,

was about to make the necessary arrangements, when the man rushed out
of the front window, and jumping from
one awning slat to another, at the imminent risk of falling to the ground,
he reached an adjoining house, where
he smashed in one of the second story
windows, and then turning round, ran
back to Mr. Mosher’s place, and jumping -*n grabbed Mr. Schweikert, exclaiming “ I have just killed two men,
and now I am going to kill you.” He
struggled desperately to throw Mr.
Schweikert over the balusters of the
stairs, but as this was not a part of the

Sold

As illustrating the activity and sharpness of Chicago thieves, the Tribune of
that city relates the following extraordinary case
A story which caps the climax comes
from a residentof one of the far western streets. It is related that a family,
one of whom was an invalid, concluded
suddenly to go abroad for the health of
the unfortunate one. As no time was
to be lost in packing up, they resolved
to leave Everythingjust as it stood in
the house, and trust to luck to keep it
so. So suddenly,indeed, were their
plans consummated that even the neighbors did not know of their intention
until the empty and silent house assured
them that the familv had departed.
After they hod been gone about a
fortnight, it one day became noised
about that the things were to be sold at
auction,and on a subsequent Saturday
a red flag appeared at the door, and the
neighbors flocked in, bid lively, and
bought the household effects down to
the last broom. No one suspected that
there was anything wrong about this.
The individualwho took charge of the
sale seemed perfectly at home, and
spoke of the absent family with every
degree of familiarityand knowledge.
The auction was over. The crowd departed. The cash was pocketed, and
everything was quiet once more about
the deserted house. Time passed on,
and still the family returned not, but
suddenly one day the auction sign appeared again on the scene, when the
neighbors once more flocked around to
see what was going on. Lo, and beheld ! the house itself was announced
for sale, and it is said, in conclusion,
that it was actually sold and carted
away, and when the tourists finally did
return they found only a vatant loi
whereon their dwelling once stood.

i

ANTIOIPATIOK,
the nrrbirdpith," ihe mid.
Hpeiklnglowly, amUing alowly ;

TO

“

:

Speak.

The Dumb
*
M. Rota, an Italian musician living
in Paris, is said to have met with remarkable success as an instructorof
deaf mutes. Starting with the theory
that dumbness is not the result of any
organic defect in the power of speech,
but simply the loss of control over
these produced by deafness, he has been
able at last to treat the organs of the
deaf and dumb like an inanimate instrument, and to train the tongue and
lips to assume certain forms whicn would
then require only the necessary respiratory action to elicit the desired chords.
The pupil, of course, must always remain insensibleto the vocal result produced ; but he is made to comprehend
the possession and use of the mechanism, and the differentmodes in which
he might avail himself of it. At a recent exhibition of the results of this
method two pupils were made to pronounce the easier syllables, such as pa,
ta, raa, sa, with great clearness,and
even others of a more compound and
complicated character,which children

HOUR.

IN AN

OuL

wm dried within 1U bed.
The hot aud flung i flame of red
Low In the Weat, aa forth abe aped.
The brook

AcroM the dried brook-courae ahe went,
Staging lowly, amlling alowlj;
She »caivclyaaw the Min that apeut
It'a fiery lorce lu awlft deacent—
She never aaw the wheat waa bent,

The graaaea parched, the hloMoma dried
Binging lowly,ainiling alowly

;

Her eyea amidat the drouth eapled
A Mummer pleaaance far and wide,
With roaea and aweet vloleta pled.

,

II.

nifurroixTUKNT.

But homeward coming all the way,
fllghly lowly,pacing alowly;
She knew the bent wheat withering
She aaw the bloaaoma’ dry decay,
She minut'dthe little brooklet'aplay.

A

had aprung from out the Smith,
Uut, hlghlng lowly, pacing alowly,
She only felt the burningdrouth;
Her eye* were hot. and parched her mouth
Yot aweet the wlutl blew from the South 1
br •ere

;

Anti when the wind broughtwelcomerain,
Ht\llaigbtug lowly, pacing alowly,
She never aaw the lifting grain,
lint only— alone orchard lattaj— i
Where ahe had waited all In vain f
—Sora Hrrrp, in Scribntr'»/Or^ifj4rmber.

Humor.
A wicked workl— TUe
dle-

worlil of can-

makers.

A music-teacher should be a
sound judgment.

The
Sing

is

man

of

Lowell Courier says that Sing
the music-box of New York.

Tionr-iiAciNO is again coming into
fashion. This is good news for short-

armed lovers.
A Bhookeyn horse-carconductor says

women in th6 City of
Churches step off tho horse-cars back99 per cent, of the

wards.
Lady visitor— “ My dear, do you know
it your mamma is engaged?” Little
girl of the period— “Engaged F blew
you, why she's
\

marrieid.”

,

“ Artaikrxrs,”said Mr. Marrowfat,
solemnly, “ never get married, my boys
Little do you know what an awful responsibility it is to upholster a wife.”

One of tho meanest feelings in this
world comes to a man when he resenes
a young lady from drowning, aud learns
that she is to be married in three weeks
to a fellow with leg o’ mutton whiskers.
Those graceful little hauging-pockets

worn by the

ladies now ate just the

thing. Jones says he picked a note out
of oue aud learned that Smith hod the
start of him, which saved the humilia-

photographer’s programme, he made a
determined resistance. The noise of
tion of being rejected.
the breaking window had attracted a
A poet recently sent a song entitled,
crowd, and several persons rushed to
1880 to 1890. Peace. The Pope
“ What Shall My Love Wear?” to on
the assistance of Schweikert.The
blesses all nations.
editor. The latter, regarding the quesmaniac was secured,and, after a sharp
tion wholly in its moral aspect, sat down
struggle, taken to the police station.
and wrote a kind but firm article recomHow to Keep Off Hydrophobia.
The maniacal spasm having gone by, he
mending her to wear clothes.
Oae good result from the agitation promptly paid for the damages that had
find it difficultat first to acquire, though
going on in New York about rabies is been done, deposited his tine, and was
A Brooklyn woman, irapretsed with
aided by the ear. They also read off
the settlingof the fact that, after the allowed to go about his business.
the words Madame de Mac Mahon quite the importance of physicaltraining, but
bite of a rabid dog, there need be no
distinctly, when written down for them, feeling too poor to ]oin a gymnasium
hurry in getting ihe wound cauterized.
The Sharp Man.
aud made good attempts at others, class, does just as well by kicking her
Unlike snake poison, which is violently
now at his peril.
husband down stairs every night, and
The sharp man iz mistaken for the which they had never previously seen. knocking him along the hall into the
injected into the blood and produces
immediate effects, the virus of a mad wize one, but he iz just az different
The Destruction of the Earth.
buck yard.
How Could She!
dog
requires
considerable period from a wize one az he iz from an honest
Prof. Denton, the well-known geoloSome
young ladies are thin, and would
The other day an adipose citizen
(several weeks often) to incubate be- one.
gist, takes no stock in the various popugive up all hope of a new dress for a strolled up to a couple of acquaintances
He
trusts
tew
his
cunning
for
success,
fore it is absorbed into the system.
lar theories of the inevitable destrucyear, could they possess tho coveted who were talking on a corner, and one
This coincides with the views several and this is the next thing tew being a
tion of the earth by burying, freezing,
plumpness of form which they admire ; of them saluted him with : “ Why, you
years ago expressed by Youatt, the emi- rogue.
bursting, perpetual darkness, or any
The sharp man iz like a razor— gen- while some young ladies are “stout,” are growing bigger every day. i have
nent English veterinarian,who has so
one of half a dozen other ways. He
and would make any sacrifice to become
much faith in his opinions that he erally too sharp for anything but a sleuder. Oue of the latter class, accord- heard of a man being fatter than a fool,
says that people who believe that the
but I believe vou are fatter than two
guides himself by them, when bitten, shave.
earth attained its present maturity in
ing to her indignant father’s statement, foolR.” “Well, I guess I would outThese men are not to be trusted— they
which in the course of his practice, is
less than six thousand vears, may not
has been trying to prove that sfre knows weigh both of you,” replied old rotund
are so constitutedthat they must cheat
not an infrequentoccurrence.
unreasonably suppose tliat its destruca great deal more than Dame Nature as quietly as he walked along.
The correct thing to do, after inter- somebody, and, rather than be idle or
tion in some of -the ways specified may
to
her fashioning, and by means of
viewing a rabid canine, is to suck the lose a good job, they will pitch into
A countryman with his bride stopped
soon come to pass, since if wonderful a
drinking vinegar (said to reduce flesh)
wound, if get-at able, and go, as soon their best friends.
at a Troy hotel the other day. At dina world had grown to its prime in so short
has
become
broken
down
in
healthThey are not exactly outkasti, but liv
as possible, without hurrying (which is
a period of time, a few years more
dyspeptic, nervous, lethargicand gene- ner, when the waiter presented a bill of
inadvisable,in consequence of the ac- clos on the borders of criminality, aud
fare, the young man inquired, “What’s
might with reason effect its destruction.
rally despondent. Her color is gone,
celeration of the circulation), to a doc- are liable tew step over at enny time.
But when the story of the mighty past
her eyes dull, and all ambition seems to that?’’ “That’s a bill of fare,” said
It iz but aftep from cunning to rastor, who should wash the wound in soap
is learned from science, the conclusion
have departed. Slfe has lost one-fourth the waiter. The countryman took it in
and w’ater, and then cauterize it thor- cality and it iz a short step that is alwuz
his hands, looked inquiringly at bis
is very different. He does not believe
of her weight, two-fourthsof her health,
oughly, two or three times, with lunar invitin tew take.
wife, and then at the waiter, and finally
in any such quick growth. .
Sharp men have but phew friends, and four-fourthsof her beauty. From dove down into his poket and insinucaustic or caustic potash. Not one
Tracing the earth’s history in the
a well-looking,“ jolly ” girl, the foolish
case of hydrophobiawill develop from and seldum a confident. They learn to
great book of nature, in the solid rocks,
creature has degenerated into a sallow, atingly asked “ How much is it ?”
fear
trtachery
by
studyin
their
own
naa hundred bites, if treated in this manthe depths of earth and the mountain
melancholy invalid. Moral : let Nature
When little Johnny wanted to go to
ture.
ner.
summits, he concludes that a hundred
alone— she knows what is most becom- church one Sundav his mother was
They are alwuz bizzy, but like the
thousand years at least “ have been
ing to you, girls.
afraid he would make a noise, but his
Mansions of the Departed.
hornet, want a heap of sharp watching.
spent in bringing man to his present
father said “Johnny knows better than
The
sharp
man
iz
alwuz
a
vain
one.
Chinese Companions.
The New York correspondent of the
state,” that a much longer period will
to make a noise in church.” So he
He
prides
himself
upon
his
cunning,
“Among the
Almost every Chinaman in Peking
be given to carry humanity to its high- Boston Journal says
and had rather do a shrewd thing than (writes a foreign correspondent) walks went. He kept very still till the last
est ideal of excellence, and predicts a elegant residences at Harlem are two
prayer. By that time he had grown
a kind one. — Josh Billings.
about with a bird on a stick which he
glorious future which, metaphorically that attract general notice. Both stand
tired sitting still, and was standing on
carries in his hand. There is a crops
speaking, foreshadows to coming gen- on Fifth avenue ; both are large, spathe pew cushion with his back to the
Chains
of
Habit.
cious,
and
elegant.
The
grounds
are
stick on the top as a perch, and the bird
erations“a light brilliant as the sun.”
pulpit. When the lady in the next seat
A ludicrous story is told of a lover is fastened by a string. A Peking man bowed her head in prayer, Johnny
That is more cheering, and aids to dis- expansive and laid out in tine taste repel the gloomy forebodings induced by gardless of expense. Both are boarded who, having waited on his lady-love for seems always to have his bird with him. thought she was crying. He leaned
'the prediction of that French astron- up aud remain in an unfinished state. fifteen years, hesitated about marrying What a dog is to an Englishman,such over and said to the lady, in a tone that
omer who insists that the moon is badly Before both, the curious stand and look her, because, he said, he should have is a bird to a Chinaman. Home persons was meant for a whisper, but which was
cracked and liable to come down upon intensely on these dwellings.One of “ no place to go to of evenings.” Habit even convey a bird in each hand. Oth- only too plainly heard : “ Poor lady 1”
our heads in great jagged fragments these houses was erected by Connolly, bound him to his betrothed far more ers use small, neat, round cageB. The Wliyt ee matter? Do oo stummut
some day, and grind everybody to the absconding Comptroller ; the other securely than would the wedding-ring, birds are trained to fly in the air in pepowder while it crushes also through by Genet, the leader of the ring. The he thought, and he finally refused abso- culiar whirls, aud return to the hand.
The life of Man.
the crust of the earth and lets loose the interior of both are finished in exquisite lutely to place it on her finger. Fol- They will fly in circles over the head
style.
Rosewood,
satin-wood,
boxwhile
the
owner
throws
up
seeds,
which
How graphicallythe varied aspects of
lowing this comes the story of a Frenchpent-up fires of the moulten mass
wood, and black walnut were used in man who had been several years con- they catch in passing. It is beautiful the leaf picture the various seasons of
within.
abundance. Genet’s stable has over it a fined for debt in a London prison. At to see how perfect the birds are in per- man's life. The tenderness of its budbanqueting house of matchless beauty. the end of that time he found himself forming various feats of this kind ; bow ding and blooming in spring, when that
False Hair.
The Breton peasant girl, for a gaudy The walls were run up, the brown-stone so much at home within its walls, aud tame and docile their training has rich golden green glints on it that
handkerchief or flashy pair of earrings, front put on, the towers gilded, the was withal so harmless and inoffensive made them ; how quick they are to comes only once a year, representsthe
is willing to sacrifice her beautiful hair. fresco and inside adornments put on.
a character,that the jtiler occasionally obey, and with what confidence they re- bright beauty and innocence of youth,
when every sunrise brings its fresh glad
Tying his horse to a spreading tree, the And bills, as they accrued, were sent to permitted him to recreate himself by turn to their master.
hopes, and every night its holy trustful
hair-monger, armed with a formidable the city-hall and charged in the court- spending his evenings abroad, without
Met His FateTcalm. The dark greenness aud lush
pair of scissors, soon attracts a crowd house account. Where now are the any apprehension of the forfeitureof his
A New Orleans Judge, riding in the vigor of the summer season portray the
of village maidens, who, after a little owners for whom these fine mansions verbal engagement. His little earnings
haggling, submit to be sheared like so were named ? Fugitives and vagabonds as a Jack of all trades enabled him to cars recently, from u single glance at strength and self-reliance of manhood ;
many sheep. After dexterouslyand in foreign lands. 'He that getteth form several pot-house connections,aud the countenanceof a lady by his side while its fading hue on the trees, and
gracefully clipping the locks, he de- riches and not by right, shall leave them these led him by degrees to be less and imagined he knew her, and ventured to its rustlingheaps on the grond, typify
posits them, neatly tied, in his baskets, in the midst of his days, and his end less punctual in his return at the ap- remark that the day was pleasant. She the decay and feebleness of old age,
and that strange passing away which is
and Jeannie is liberated, to be greeted shall beafooL”’
pointed hour of nine. “I’ll tell you only answered

a

:

ache?” _

:

with shouts and laughter from her companions, for so well has Urn work been
done that her head has the appearance
of being shaved. Nowhere but in Brittany will the girls submit to this wholesale cropping, insisting upon preserving a few thin locks, at least, of nature’s
fairest gifts. In that province, however, where the custom is for women to
wear hideous, close-fitting caps, hair
which would be the glory of American
ladies is useless, and i£ is there that the
hair merchant reaps his richest harvest.

The common

fly

has 4,000 eyes.

“Yes.”

the doom of every mortal. The autumn
leaf is gorgeous in color, but it lacks
that balmy scent and dewy freshnessof
hopeful Bpring; aud life is rich and
bright in its meridian splendor ; deep
are the hues of maturity, and noble is
the beauty of success ; but who would
give it for all the tender sweetness of
life’s morning hours ? Happy they who
keep the child’s heart wurm and soft
over the sad experiences of old age,
whose life declines os these last Octothe face of his mother-in-law.
ber days go out with the rich tints of
He /has been a raving maniac ever antumn and the blue sunuy skies of

what, monsieur,” at length said the
“ Why do you wear a veil?”
A priest who was examining a confir- jailer to him, “you are a good fellow;
“ Lest I attract attention.”
mation class in the South of Ireland, but I fear you have got into bad com“ It is the province of gentlemen to
asked the question, “ What is the sac- pany, so I tell you once for all, that if
admire,”
replied the gallant man of
rament of matrimony ?” A little girl you don’t keep better hours, I shall be
at the head of the class answered, “ ’T is under the necessityof locking you out law.
“ Not when they are married.”
the state of torment into which souls altogether.”.After which, the self“ But 1 am not.”
enter to prepare for another and better chained prisoner refused to leave his
“ Indeed !”
world.” “Being,” said the priest, ‘‘the prison for a week, lest the jailer should
“ Oh, no ; I’m a bachelor.”
answer for purgatory.” “Put her carry his threat into execution. That’s
, The lady quietly removed her veil,
down,” says the curate—" put her down the story.
disclosing to the astonished magistrate
to the futof the class.” “Leave her
alone,” said the priest; “for anything
A Washington grocer introduced a
you or I know to the contrary, she may sheriff to a Congressman last week. The
since.
grocer was after his back pay.
be parfictly right”
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Stave boll*, roftwood ...................... 3 80
Stave bolt*,hardwood .....................
4 00
Kallroad tiea, ................................

.4

.............

to justify his high reputation as an

and

Paints

tackle.

well versed in the intricate minutiie of

and management,to

the

ft
ft

............

.................

from raising the other blocks being a

Hour. Y

too t*
i’eari Barley ,"|i i6it t>.'.'.V.

6 oo

ft

..........

VAN 8CHELVEN, - -

witii

lifted

from the

were brought from the

Counter Cloth,

Amongst some

following: Mr. C.

M. Lawler has

been

appointed Ass’t. Superintendentof the
4 90 road between New Buffalo and Holland;
200
also between Holland and Grand Rapids,

population of the United States,

with office in Passenger Station, at

The estimate

made and

St.

is

for 1880, has

-

The

--

the

Attornej -General has decided that

the proviso in the

Agent, will assume the duties of Ass’t Su-

ling expenses shall be allowed to

Army

per-

son holding employmentunder the United
the Big Rapids Branch, with office at States supersedes and cuts off the allowMuskegon.
anceof mileage to United States Marshals.

of the papers published

troversy

is

going on relativeto the

lican nominations for

in

speaking of the

says:

“ It is but right to give to the

health resigns the road which

ills

may

effect even some of the
The main question with success,a high meed of praise for his life’s
work. He is in poor health now, and it
our Republican friends, and one which
will be months, perhaps years, before he
will present itaelf before their Convention,
can again feel strong; but he can rest in
is whether the present incumbents shall be
the knowledge that he has developed the
re-nomiaatedor whether a “ new deal" is
western part of Michigan, built up towns
aspirants here.

preferable’. Judging from the tone of the

and

press and other observationsmade, the re-

for

traffic and

Treasurer,will very

both parties havterm. The issue will

ing served only one

be on the positions of County Clerk, Reg-

Girtuude Kramer.

given to the people along

opening for its
To the traveling public, ami those leavingfor
travel. Mr. Morrison has the Grand Rapida on the afternoontrain, we would

There Is no pain which the Cen-

interestto

to Europe, should lie of
us. The JW, of the 4th inst.,

J.

has the following: “At the Board of Trade,

Harrington and.!. Roost. To what ex-

•welling they will not subdue, and

hy

ono.noo.ooi qL Berry,
000.001 Bern crates,
000,000.001 R. It. Peach Ba*keta.
For sale
H. D. POST.

cure. This

American hotel building: “ The
the future of America is to be

to the

hotel for

Board of Trade or Corn Exchanges

readiness to convey guests from one floor

No

to the other.

at the

servants will he em-

—

but it in true.

They have

lifArpTS neuralgia,lock Jaw

v

,

HRF

DEALER IN

A colored

matic machinery, placed in each room.

.

AND

PROVISIONS.

VARNI8H

call and examine

Lead
1

**

_

Stoneware,
Lamps.

mj

ll la warrantedsuperior to anj
White Lead In this market, and is sold at muct
less price. My stock la purchasedIn large quantl
tics of first hands, saving all jobbers’ profits, and
can therefore afford to sell below my neighbor!

Crockery,
Glassware,

tf

SL00TER

HEBER WALSH*
Druggist a Pharmacist

HIGGINS,

&

DEALERS IN
Sole Agent in this City for the “Non-Explosive

G-ROCEIR/IIES
AND

Lamps.”

RIVER STREET,

HOLLAND.

ear ache, ac., upon the litin^au

frame, and of strains,spavin, galls. Ac., upon animals in one year than have all other pretended

remediessince the world began. They
irritant.

FLOUR A FEED.
8th Street,Holland, Michigan.

Ml
OF

palsy, sprains

counter-

are

HEROLD,
- -

E.

Eighth' Street, City ok

all-healingpain relievers. Cripples throw-

We beg leave to call the attention of the Public
to the fact that we have opened, in LABAHBE’B
OLD FLWCITURE 8TOKK (west of Van Lande.iaFLOUR A FEED and GROCERY Btore.
W o shall keep on hand everythingthat pertaina
to a completeFamily Supply store.

Flour, Feed,

Holland.

Hay, Grain,

0

and Mill Stuff,

their crutches,the

rheumatism, pain or swellingdeserve

suffer If

to

they will not use Centaur Liniment, white wrapper.

per for family use;’’ Yellow wrapper for animals.

man named Charles Crook

Everybody who

atocL Th GLA88, etc., to

swellings, raked breasts, scalds,

markets named."

ployed, but guests will he served by auto-

.

. fAipW,
MEENGS, ,Kiiiw
GROCERIES HoUand
White
u-Jt?1

H.

pro-

and duly presented owners— these liniments arc worth your attention.
No family should he without them. “White wrap------

branci‘*an(i guaranteed

WANT

I

duced more eures of rheumatism,

More than 1000 certificates of remarkablecures, Inbuilt at of the places named, setting forth the ex- cluding frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout,
Chicago,w ith a front of three miles, and a cellent quality of Michigan wheat and the running tumors. Ac., have been received.We will
send a circularcontaining certificates,the recipe,
dcptli of six miles. I is height w ill be 77 facilities of Detroit for direct shipment to
Ac., gratis, to any one requestingIt. One bottle
stories, with an elevation of 3,4b0 feet Europe, are to accompany the samples. of the yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth
from basement to roof. There will be no Responsible and influentialparties in one hundred dollarsfor spavined or sw eened horses
stairs, hut 500 balloons will be in constant Liverpoolhave already volunteered to sec and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stork
tiie wheat taken care of

v*ne^Rrd

pRiri List sent free on application,llb-ly

Is strong lunimage,

-

Glasgow, Letters

and Champagnes,

No. 80BRO DWAY.NEW YORK.
Sole Agents In the United State# for the

Benson’s Fine Old Odden Grape Cognac la the
Brandy ever exported from a French vineyard, and can be procured only from us. Champagnes, sherries and Porta of the finest flavors, all
from the houses of C. C. Be: son A Co. Our good*
arc sold and delivered in their original packagesaa

lame ^lk. poisonous The nndcMgncd respectfully announces that ho
yesterdaynoon, the President announced
tent, if any, these gentlemen arc candistill sustains his old reputation, and that nobites rendered harmless and the wounded are
body needs to be wanting In anything
that the Secretarywas ready, to forward
dates, we do not pretend to know. We
healed without a sear. The receipt is published
w hich belongs to his line of trade.
samples of Michigan new crop wheat to around each bottle. They sell us no article ever
have also heard the name of Mr. C.
four of the leading grain markets in Eu- before aold, and they sell because they do just w hat
Lilies, Sente,
id Hisses Weir,
Van l/oo mentioned for State Senator.
rope. The markets selected were London, they pretend to do. Those w ho now suffer from
---- Also a full line of
Liverpool, Dublin and

Brandies

finest

no lameness which they will not

away

Tiik followingis a Berlin burlesque on

importers op

taur Linimentswill not relieve, no

shipment of burns, salt-rheum

Michiuan wheat

town, we hear the names of Messrs. John
Raaltc, E.

to the direct

WADSWORTH.

A

Wine Houses of C. C. BENSON & CO.,
Op RI1EIM8, COGNAC AND LONDON.

Vegetables in their Seasons.

CENTAUR~LINIMEKTS.

action of the Detroit Board of

Trade, in regard

present incumbent, Mr. Curtis, of James-

BENSON

nmnCZES,

WHO WANTS ANY?

Bee.

it

The

brought forward already. Besides the

K. Van

A

City

Snnda) morning, Pent, fi, 1874. John
William, aged 3 month*, Intant child of John and

this First District, several parties being

Haire, D. B.

MED.

KRAMER-

of Deeds and Prosecuting Attorney,
for which several offices eacli one ol the Monday, making no changes, however, in
present incumbents is generally supposed the Express or Mail train. The Grand
to be a candidate, at least we have not Rapids Freight and Fruit train have been
heard of any one of them declining a re- consolidated, leaving Grand Rapids at 12
nomination. Many arguments arc ad- o’clock, M. Holland; 3 o’clock P. M., arvanced by the friends of the outs and the riving in Chicago at 4:30 A. M. Extra
in*. Rut the tug of war, as usual, will men will he placed on this train that Fruit
come in, on the Rcprescntativeshipfor may lie handled carefully.
ister

The Sq/the.ot Sept, 20, aaya: “Robt. Wells Is
thoroughly reliable.
___________
115-186

on the Grand
Haven Road, being 44 acre* In the 8. W. •%,
Sect. 18. T. 5, N. R. 15 W., ia for Bale, Cheap for
Cathy or time will be given for a part of the purchase money.
Apply to ll. D. Post. Holland Mich. 125-130

PEACE BASSETS

r“r

_

13t-tf

perfectlypun

hearty sympathy of thousands of friends state that BURGARD’S. 38 Pearl Street. I* the
bout pi are for a meal, or a lunch, in Grand Rapida.
in his illness, and their hopes for his reEverythingReceaaary for a flrat-claMreitaurant.I*
covery.”
kept there and there la no unneceaaary delay. Try
n&_
A new time-table has gone into effect on and

likely not be contested,

ap:

SLu!dwri“um f„r.hdS^°rder’

BECK.

TE8TUION1AU FROM GOVERNORS
OF IOWA, ARKANSAN AND DAKOTA
OalalocwaftM. W.GILEa.M.Le*,M*

250 miles of the shore an

nomination of A. Woltman, for Sheriff
and Mr. Creager,

cities, and

T.

|lotifr$.

VAN OORT-DK liROOT-At Holland City.
Mich., Root. 8, 1871. by O. Van Hchclvcn,Em/.,
Johannes B. Van Oontof SaiiRatuck, Mich., and
Miaa Jacoba 1)B Gboot, of Holland City, Mich.

—

RoMEYN
1874.

21,

rpiIE well known “Riaaii. Farr,"

XABBXEX).

indomit-

able energy built and operated with such

A°.?rNT,8wtn.te£ ,n tovn and country to
clab orden,i for the largest
n .America. Importers’prices and

frS"T

i—'*'— io:-*-*—

orable gentleman, who, in such feeble

County officers, ex-

posing some slate or ring work, to an extent, which

£pcml

bon

T.li
wuVk

134-tf

FARM FOR SALE.

late

Superinteodent,the lion. A. H. Morrison,

Repub-

premises.

Holland, Aug.

Appropriation

bill to the effect that only his actual travel-

any

AGENTS WANTED.

Two lota and DwellingHouse, No. 76, East Ninth
Street. For price and terma of payment apply on

—

—

DOE8BURG.

1874.

10,

FOR SALE.

already been

Joseph. Mr. A. M. Nichols, in addition
to his present duties as Gcn’l Freight

The same paper

TEA.

Hotlard, Mich., Sept.

with true American modesty

fixed at 50,808,000.

lf

full Stock of the very beat Perfumery aold in

bottle or by measure.

17W ...............................
3.929.214
18"0 .................................5.308.483
1810 ...............................
7.230.881
1H*> ...............................
9,008,158
1830 ............................... 12,988,020
1340 ..............................
17.089,453
1330 ...............................33,191,878
1M0 ............................... 81,443.321
1870 ................................38,558,371

t’o.

8W*

All the leading Patent Medicine*in the market.

J. O.

The

W. Vkrhkkk &
48

this

owner and Chairman of the Executive
Committee, will visit the road and look it

Northern part of the County a con-

Or anything in our line, manufactured on abort
notlae.

H.

intended A

was

AND BLINDS,

DOORS, SASH

and Paints,

perintendent, North of Holland,including

in tne

SPECIALITY.

Hair Brushes,

quarries of

arc largely interestedin it. Mr. by decades, has been as follows:
Charles Francis Adams, Jr., who is a large
1780 ................................ 3,080.000

Saturday, September 12.

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A:

little

that they should occupy.

STEAM

A

DR/TT KILIsT,

which they

floats on

an inch from the position it

Mr. Kimball assumes control of

Editor.

WK HAVE

engineers’calculationscarried out that

gentleman.”

wh

Or Re-Sawing Done*

pure.

Chamois Skin,

Shore fresh and vigorous, with
when settled into the sockets prepared for
ripe experienceand abounding zeal.
them the stones did not vary one-tenth of
Withal, ho is a frank and courteous

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

atrtctly

Trusses,

extra creaking of the cranes as the stones

were

aatiafy all

Planing, Matching,

Oils.

thla Drug Htorc aa at any

to

the Lake

1 50
3 *2.*»
7 oo f

cheap at

and

other. Medicineswarrantedto be

Fox Island, Maine. So nicely were the

of some eight months he comes

spite

key -stones, however, weigh

perfect case, the only difference noticable

experienced and efficient railroad man,

railroad business

fa Mo*l Approved Pattern*;

to their positions re-

steam-engine and hoisting tackle

Buckwheat. V buabel
SO
Rye. f> buahel ................... 80
85 over thoroughly during the first part of
Bran. V ton ....................... ft 18 00
Feed. V ton ......................
MOO this month.
•• knout* .....................iso
Among the changes made, we note the
Barley, f 100 H ...................2 75

G.

(,f

And we are confident we can
want

Medicines,

who

MUlt.)

Wheat, white V burhel .......... |1 00 (^ $ 1 0b
('urn, ehelled W buahel
75
Oata, buehcl. ..................
45

1>

Drugs,

eleven tons, yet they were raised by the

go, he bids

road in the interest of Eastern capitalists,

Feed, Etc.

100

In re-building our new shop we have purchased entire new Machinery,

Are aold aa

apiece. The

ed the best years of his life. After 'a re-

'•
*•

[Comdid bytht "Ftuggfr

present fine condition. The St. Joseph

Herald in speaking of the

study and practice of which he has devot-

Wood, Staree, Etc,
CordwmKl, maple, dry .....................
|

Baekwheit rioar, V
Fine meal, V 100 1b.

EIGHTH STREET.

70,

the im-

lift

quire? trustworthymachinery

Maine Railway, and has brought it up to

Smoked meat.
Smoked him
Smoked Bhouidera,

fc

NO.

solid and the tower itself so large that its

oame to that road from the Boston and

«

f

100

latter is hut 225 feet

stones to the bridge

The ordinary blocks weigh about six tons

Heef, dresaed V ^ ........
Thicken*, dn-om d per *>.
I,«rd,
* ..............
Pork, drcMcd

v

key

h ed with the Flint and Perc Marquette
height is deceiving. To
oo Kailway as General Superintendent. He

Moat*, Etc.

Middling,

Monument. The

high, while the

.

^raiii,

DOESBUEG, : fHCBiTix
nnuiiniNBun. [Planing Mill.

J. 0.

some day to form the grand thor-

ager and Superintendent of the above
tower are 241 feet above tide-water. The
road. Mr. Kimball lias for the last nine
masonry of the tower, however, is so

..............
. 1 00 ft
Potatoes. Y buahel .............. 50 ft
Timothy Need, Y buahel .........
ft
Wool, V ft ....................
Onions. V

^

is

oughfare across the East River is already

Am was announced in the Nkwm, of

Produce,Itc.
Apples,

Tint Brooklyn tower of the great bridge

which

•

Kosi A

8LOOTER A HIGGINS.

Me,

FiiTDiisras

!

The most competent workmen constantlyemployed, and all work made up in the
latest stylo and w ith dispatch.

Wring

till Receive

Prompt Attention,

E. HEROLD.
Holland, Feb. 20th, 1874. l-3^R-ly

,

DEALER IN

Co., 58 Broadway,

died a horrible deatli at Riverhead on New York.

Holland, Aug.

13,

1874.

108-ly

JACOB FLIEMAN,
Has re opened hts carriage and wagon manufactory at his old stand ou itiversireet,where ha
may be found, ready at all times to make anything In the line or

Top or Open Buggies,
Light

<fc

Heavy Wagons,

Trucks, Etc.,

Sleighs,

E. KMTEES

Sold by all Druggist. 50 cents per bottle; large
bottles.JUG. J. B.

At Lowest Cash Prices.

Etc.

A good assortment of Thimble Bkeina always
on hand.
WarrantedSeal-Springsof any shape or style.

WOOD

I USE NOTHING BUT
STAVES,
AND BARK.
a
man
of
tomat will announce: “A pail of hot
Cartoria Is more than a substitute for Castor
SEASONED LOUDER,
I hereby give notice to all
prodigious size and in consequence of a
Oil. It Is the only enfe articleIn existence
water, in room No. 1,300,107!” and withgreat accumulation of fat lie had for some which Is certain to assimilate the food, regulate interested that during this sea- My Spokes and Hubs are manufactured frera
in 5 seconds the water is there. Half an
the bowels, rtre wind-colic and produce natural
hour before meal time, a 24 pound cannon time been hardly able to get about. For
son, I will pay the Highest
SecoEl Srovtli Eastern Timber,
sleep.
It rontains neither minerals, morphine or
the two weeks preceding his death lie
will he fired on each story. The tables in
alcohol, and Is pleasantto take. Children need Cash Price for White Oak
Warranted.
was in a constant,terrible strugglefor not cry and mothers may rest.
the dining room will l>e 3 miles long, and
General Blacksmltbing done with neatness
Staves.
breath, the air-pnssage being nearly closed
In case the guest wants hot water, the by au-

Tuesday night last.

lie was

TMOUMU

All

and dispatch.

each table will be waited upon by 12 wait-

by the increasing fat, and he was at
ers on horse back, who will fill all orders
“

double-quick.” Inasmuch

literally suffocated

us the majori-

from

this

last

could breathe at
this

Association

all, and

at the end even

resort failed him. His weight was

reports the gratifying success of its appeal 31)0 pounds.
for contingent subscriptions. Responses

This

from secret societiesand militia organiza-

of

the

way

they have it in a French

~

by prominent American clergymen, Beecher,
Stilton and Moulton, on account of certlds means. At a future date we will pubtain love-letters addressed to Mrs. Becchcrlish the history of this monument from
the incorporationof the Association in Stowe by Stilton,which had somehow or
other been cot hold of by Moulton. Stillb33, until now.
ton, wc are further informed,on his part,
the heaviestcreditors of Jay charges Beecher with having seduced his
Cooke A Co. publishes a call for a meeting youngest daughter,Miss Stilton,and sues
of

on the 20th

flrm
___
all the creditors

inst., to

delay
the settlementof the affaire of that

take into consideration the unusual

in

i

-

»

—
Chicago papers are

“Pastoral

now

h*m

l°r

t,,c nM>tl»cr of the

The
sued

Secretary

Mrs. Beecher

Si

owe

NOTICE!

II

Holland Citv.

.

^

!

47-Xcl-ly

If III

j KI(IEMAN

411 IIS,

Have Just opened a Large and well Selected Stock of

Dry

goods,

Groceries,

Agents wanted! All elassssof

55 to

W anted -Peaches.

Thanking my old customers for past favors,
many new ones

solicita call from them, and as
as want anything In my line.
I

or
in tlielr
idr

Crockery, and
Hats & Caps,

:

old, make more money at work for us
spare moments,or all ton time, than at anything
else. Particularsfree. AddressO. Bn N ton A Co.,
5U-ly
Portland, Maine.

Which they are offering al|

Prices,

that|defy!

Competition.

With the exceptionof Fridays and Saturday, I
want to buy dally 200 Basket! of Peaches. Cash
ou delivery, at mj residence, No. 91, Ninth street.
C. A.
’

Holland. Bept.

Dl’TTON.

?. lh;i.

.

SNCTS

AlioacomtdeteStocIi of

SWORN to FLOUR & FEED,
AIWA YS ON HAND.

FOR SAXE.

IAH goods purchaaedof us will be

Co. 2W
miles from Holland, the farm, known ns "Den
is-

his call for 115,000,000 of five-twenty

December 1.

*

Walsh. Secretary.

Mich.. Kept. 10, 1874.

Horse Shoeing a Speciality.

bo

In Sections land 6. Fillmore,Allegan

discUSiing bonds, jon which interest will cease on

Calls.”

til

is

famous Uncle Tom.’’

of the Treason has

contractfor future delivery,
and am prepared to receive staves, on any
Dock on the Banks of Black Lake, and
River or at any of the Railroad StationsAll correspondence by Mail will receive
prompt attention.
R. RANTERS!
Holland, Mich., May 1, 1874. 115-tf
I will

enterprise during the centennial year

One of

CASH ON DELIVERY!

By order of the Board of Directors.

quarrel has broken out between three

the

Adm'tiocmrnto.

AT a meeting of the Board of Directors, of the
‘•Holland Iron Company," held at tho City of Holland on Thursday afternoon, September 10, 1874. It
was unanimously resolved to make an assessment
of two per cent on the capital stock of said company, and that the same bo paid within thirty davs
at the office of thu Treasurer, Mr. N. Kenyon.

paper, publishedat Marseilles. “ A hitter

tions arc particularly encouraging and the
society is sanguine of the success

is

ilw

cause. For

days and nights lie was compelled to rety of the guests will bo “ natives,” the parmain constantly on his hands and knees,
lors and halls will be supplied with spitand tliis was the only position in which he
toons, of one hundred feet circumference.”

Tiik National Monument

Work

Blcyker s rnrm,” 98 acres, divided as follows: :tj
acres woodbind, ami t!5 acres improved; orchard
w ith young fmll bearing trees: good frame building
nod barn with an extra building for help. For fur",
ther information address: Mrs. J. Den Hi.lykkh

Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kalana/.oo,Mich., Aug.

25,

1871.

l:J2-2m

Delivered Free!

Kwta*,BfAdIn,Pa.P'-v..t.R.i'nrh*nftn,CUrene«,!owal{r-O.O.Kmith, P.tt.for l. N. Y. ft
PhikL^o. Atfiiftfd shooldwrite Pr.FiiWjnilla.,frr
To any pmi of the t.'lty.
htory PampHtf* immntrearatla. RMi Rewrnlfarin Icurable case J>ocnro nocharcc j^rvallty.bdd
tydrywio* ' Give n* a rail In-lore| nrehasing elsewhere, at oi
. P.8. Dr. FlUcr’a Pills, 20 ct«., ahould be used | N.-w 8i, re on River Blrnt. next to Shu Putter's Dn
with
loa-iy
!
4tH*cl-ly

Byrup.

Store,

‘

Frank Walsh

jottings.

a

last week killed

black

The

latest inflation.—New

Among

The New York
copies

“The Scandal,” is the

Ur>ipl\icHold 150,000

of iu extra containing Moulton’s

-

statement.

---Rev. C.

Van Der Veen

Schoolbooks.

snake, 5 feet and 4 inches long.

ture, by one J.

W.

subject for a lec-

Dickinson,of Chisgo.

cents.

Admission, ten

The

is still rusti-

gist.

*

--

—
Oun young

SchV. Ibur Brot/ien, on her

last

MILLINARY AND FANCY

would

the new advertisements we

-*•»-—

—

friend, John C. Post,

Ann

ting ready for

is

NEW DRESS

“get-

Arbor,” having his

of dressed staves face set fur the Law Department.
and headings, valued at $2,600.
—
A cargo of stave bolts was brought in
Our friend BENjAMiN8K,ofthe Hollander, by the scow Banner this week, from De
Miss Kellogg has declined an offer of
$25,000 and expenses for ten nights of says, that the publication of his "Franco- Feyter’s pier. And unloaded at the stave-

cating in Colorado,with his health stead
ily

—

It

said that one

is

here, has

made

to

of

Prussian

War,”

has increased hit circula- factory of E.

------

the three horse-

the State Prison from

The job of making the twelve

his escape, jumping the has been taken by Quartcl,

wall, while at work repairing

and near
Homkcs, for $33.

reservoirs in
In our last

number we

stated the

num-

of school children in the city to be
600. This was erroneous it should have
been 770. Grordwt please correct also.

B.

Van

der Veen

---%

fire-wells

Bouwman &

Co., for $314, and of constructingthe six

it.

tannery creek, b

Among

LADIK8''

MILLINERY AND
FURNISHING GOODS, we have thin

eaeon acldW to oar Stock, a

COMPLETE

-

Because

the authorities of Cedar Rap-

Cedar Rapids Timet has got

Rev. J. Zwemer, of East Saugatuck,

its

-------

the names mentionedfor Re-

of the oppo
sition, are C. C. Comstock, M. H. Clark and
H. Fralick, of Grand Rapids, M. D. Wilber, of Allegan and M. I). Howard, of
presentative, upon the side

W

AT

c

on Friday morning, left for Albany, on a
few wepks’ vacation, to attend

his

also,

minus the

--

The Propeller New Era, with four thousand logs in tow, encountered a severe

ULS,

-

Major Gen. John G.
Corps, U.

Over 80,000 packages of peaches, be-

8. A., died

N.

H.,

The

a

number of Hollandersare leav-

Dutchlandfrom this section, at
this time. Recorder Pagelson sold six
ing for

passage tickets
steamers

by

last

New York

a

AND EHEE01DEEIES,

complete atock of

KID GLOVES.
All Flrat Clau Good*. At the
Loweat Cash Prices.

Tribune correspondent

with Custer’s expedition to the Blackdlills

week. He

L

&

VM

S.

eighth street

The statement is published that a GerSince the Ohio Democratic Convention
man house at Leipsic, which was publish- declared for Pcndletonism, Senator Thuring a translation of the first volume of man seems to be an object of solicitude.

Beecher’s “Life of Christ,” has discontin- The Cincinnati Commercial rornnks: “Thurthe Holland line of
ued the publicationand offers for sale at man should go and be a Granger. They

on Monday.—Sprinp Lake

FANS, LACES

Sauble, last week, and the

logs breakingloose, all but twenty were

was one of warns the public against the gold fever, as
sides other fruits, were shipped from Benthe littleband of heroes who, with Maj. the country lawfully belongs to the Sioux
ton Harbor and 8t. Joseph by steamers
Anderson, defended Fort Sumter at the Indians,who will kill at sight, and resist
and sail vessels on Monday, Tuesday and
outbreak of the rebellion.
all attempts to invade it.
Wednesday nights of last week.
Quite

on Tuesday of

Foster, Eng.

at Nashua,

Beautiful Selection of

And

Beecher business. Nothing like indepen- lost, with which she reached Grand Haparents’
dent journalism.
ven.

silver.

>*•-

AT

MILLINERY AND TRIMMINGS,
OP THE LATEST STYLES.

ailver wedding, and, as rumor has it, his

own

DRESS SILKS,

SVm AND

have vleltedthe Kaa!em Jobbing llonaea, and personally aclcrted our atock of

A

back up storm off Point

and refuses to publish anything about the

and

SACKS AND
SPRING AND SUMMER SHAWLS.

LADIES'

Holland.

ids, in Iowa, won’t sprinkle the streets, the

NEW

Line of

DUCK AND COLORED

& Co.

ber

-----

!

In addition to our Department of

--

tion, and proves it with his last issue.
thieves, lately sent

SILKS

trip, took out a cargo

improving.

English opera in California.

GOODS,

refer to the one of J. O. Doesburg, Drug-

and

Boots

DEN BERG,

‘

Shoos,

At the Store of

L.

SPRIETSMA

Inde-

MICH

’ HOLLAND,

OF THE

& SON. Variety and Jewelry Store!

Judiciously and carefully selectedfor
actual cost all on hand, in consequence of offer an asylum for disabled veterans.”
pendent.
the
season, and comprising the most comthe scandal.
List of letters remaining in the Post plete assortmentof Boots and Shoes ever
Mr. B. K. Flag complained against J.
offered in THE CITY OF HOLLAND.
ProfessorSwing, of Chicago, announ- Office,at Holland, Mich., Sept. 14:—
Ladies,
H. Fuller, M. C. Fuller and L. Platt for
Clocks,
ced from his pulpit Sunday that they had Anderson,
Jennings, J. J.
Gents,
assault and battery, and on Thursday a
decided not to engage any public hall Cole,
Mather, W. W.
Youths,
jury of six thought likewise, followedby a
for church services, but that the present Dowling,
, Misses and
Phelps, Casper H.
sentence each of $23, fine and costs or
Chidren’s Wear, Table
church be used as a place of worship
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
thirty days in the County jail. The paruntil another, further south, could be
Of the Latest Styles.
ties are neighbors and live three miles
Our Eighth street grocer, A. Flietatj^,
built.
North oj the city.
REPAIRING
has supplied U8__with a fine ^lau^ffnp CUSTOM

fuSMUd
Silver Plated Ware,

Jens

Watches,

James

P.

WORK AND

It will be seen from our

Another of the employees at the tannery
ments
of Cappon, Bertsch & Co., Teunis I)e

New

Advertise-

Gouda

pattern./

We

signing the pledge, but itwler such circum-

come to the surface. At a meeting of the Board of Directors held on
day, on the same cog-wheel which three
Thursday, there were present Messrs. J.
weeks ago, caught the hand of Herbert
Van Putten, J. Roost and H. Walsh of
Van De Vrede. The accident in this
Holland, and A. Lcitel, of Grand Rapids.
case is limited to two fingers. Herbert’s
It was resolved to make an assessment of
hand is also healing up fast.
two per cent on the capital stock of the

stances we will exercia^ a little delay.

has again

Weeid, had

On

his fingers smashed on

Wednesday

afternoon

Thurs-

we were Company. The

pleased with a call from parties of Chica- terests in the

prospects for the iron in-

who were

iron ore

beds. They looked over a part

of the grounds and dug out a few samples,

-

The

-

to

Cutlery,

SILVER

SETS,

FANCY

TOYS,

abort notice.

Cash Paid for Hides.

question satisfactorallyto

\

all parties

the Grand Rapids

We

SPRIETSMA & SON.

L.

con-

cerned, Hereafterthe Michigan Central

Holland, April

1,

1874.
4«Macl-1y

the depot together with

&

Indiana.

omitted last week

to call

LAKE EXCURSIONS.
the atten“

following from the Spring Lake tion to the communication of Mr. H.

Walsh, “Twenty-FiveDollars Reward.”
Koningsbergtrial: “Our friend G. C. It is a fact that for street vandalism and
yzed promising us a statement of the
Stewart, one of the bright young attorneys that for a wanton destruction of property
result.
of Michigan, pulled a client of his through generally, we have at present a set of
--It is surprising to witness the yearly in- a small hole at Grand Haven last week. youngstersor oldsters— immaterialwhich,
crease of fruit, raised in this locality.Only The People charged Henry Koningsberg outrivaling any of their predecessors. We
a few years ago and hardly any fruit was with assault with intent to kill. Mr. hope Mr. Walsh may be successful in his
exported, except a little surplus, raised Lowing appeared for the People, a Jury efforts.
over and above home consumption.Then trial was had -and the defendant found
“They parted in sorrow, they parted in
the fires of 1871, destroyed many a young guilty, but upon a motion in arrest of
tears.” The husband was to remain at
and promising orchard. At the present judgment, the prisoner was discharged
which they took with them

at

and Pocket

Our prices compare favorable with those
of our neighbors, and it is our purpose
to compete successfully with the trade outA visit of Mr. James F. Joy, of the side this city, intendingnot only to satisfy
Michigan Central Railroad, to Grand our old friends,but to draw a new trade to
Rapids Tuesday, settle the Union depot this city and the Boot and Shoe Store of
Who’s got some tobacco?

County are again looking people will occupy

out on a little tour of recre- favorable, and the resumption of this enation, and at the same time inspecting our terprise at an early day may be looked for.
go,

Done

wcrejih the eve of

Company,”

that the'** Holland Iron

Jewelry,

Independent, explains us the result of the

have anal-

FANNY SHBXVER.”

The Public are Informed that the pleaunt and
beautifullittle «teamer FANNY BH RIVER of
Holland, can be chartered any day or evening during the aummer season to make excursionson

AND

--

--

--

ML
W c would furtherannounce that in addition to the
above arrangements,we have also purchased a
large barge, which will bo fitted up with suitable
seats and awnings,and will accommodate from 800
to 400 persons, and admirablyadapted for Hundaynebool picnics or large excursions.
Parties chartering, have the exclusive control for
,
F.R.
Holland, June 1st,
Captain

t

.1874.
__

WSTBDHENTS&US,

Call on Bi and you may b* sure the appearanc*.
prices and qualityof our Goods will suit you We art
ready to repair,

WATCHES, CLOCKS OH JEWELRY,
la a ThoroughlyHatlsfaotoryManner.

Corner of

8th

and Market

BROWER

Street!.

4ff-Kc!-!y

Bordeaux, for he had a situationthere; the
____
li) tf
a scot free because the informationwas simwife was to go to London as a governess,
ply
signed
State
of
Michigan,
instead
of
few years the City of Holland as a point for
and they filled the railway stationwith the
raising and shipping fruit, will be second 8. L. Lowing.”
noise and sorrow of their parting. “Do
to none on this shore. The baskets of
Desire to inform their many friends and cuenot cease to love me, and do not forget
The Classis of Holland met at thiscit
This Firm have brought to this City one of the
tomers that they have on hand and for sale
peaches shipped during the last ten days,
largest
and
best
selected
stock
for
the
that you are the wife of a decent man,”
on Wednesday,Rev. H. Uitcrwijk,c
Dry
Ooodb,
up to Friday morning, by railroadalone
id the husband. “Never, never,” said
Groceries,
man and Rev. B. Van Es, clerk,
reaches 6,854. Among our largest shipwife, and she pulled out her handkerCrockery,
only matter of unusual importance, a
pers we find the names of J. Visscher, C.
Glakh-ware,
f and tied a knot in it, that she might
which brought out an earnest and inte
A. Dutton, H. 8. Eagle, C. Storing, J.
Hath and Oah»,
ember.
That has ever been offeredto Holland and vicinity.
ting debate, was a proposition, to introBoots a 8iioh.h,
Coatsworth, M. D. Howard, J. Roost, H.
A complete Line of Dry Goods, Including a choice
duce the singing of hymns in the Hollan
selection of Dress Goods. Alpaccas, GingEtc. , Etc.
Bacon and others.
Mrs. M. Shaad, a German woman who
——In therate of increase

we have no doubt but

in

WERKMAN &
Spiif

SONS. F.

& A.

Steketee,

li Suit We,

—

hams, Trimmings and Notions, Spring and
congregations.The measure was
Summer Shawls,Sheeting ami Shirt
s in Muskegon, came to Grand JuncIng. In Gent’s Fnrniihlng,CothWk did not mention at the time that a proved and advocated by Rev. Dr. Van- tjln on Wednesday last from South HaIng. Hats A Caps, wc have a full
few days after Dr. Sites, the Dentist, had Raalte, Revs. II. Uitcrwijk,P. De Pree,
assortment.
* J, and fell in with a nest of “black legs”
removed his office in the rooms over the and a large majority of the elders. Rev.
have been banging forth at Cook’s
Cioict Etoctrin, Crtctoj id Elmars,
Jewelry Store of Albers & Wynne, he R. Pieters opposed it. It was finally
E. J. HARRINGTON,
fol tha past week or ten days. One of Our Department of Family Supplies, Flour, Feed.
transferred his entire stock and business deemed best to postpone further action
Whore
may bo found at all times, at
Graham,
etc., will receive the simo attenthi m itAuced her to go to Dan’l Youngs’
tion as heretofore. No chanre for
to Dr. D. M. Gee, of Allegan with the in- until the next meeting and during the inH< tel^fod stay at night, and she says he
delivery.
Wholesale
Retail !
tention of retiring from the profession. terval to obtain the opinions on the part of
Good* of the Best Quality and at the Lowest
Cij into her room about five o’clock, and We are determined not to be undersold. Our
prices compete with those in Chicago
On Wednesday, we called upon the latter the other classes and congregations. A
or Grand Rapids.
,
lie sjwkc German alic trusted him. He
and found him nicely situated and hard at
Farmers
will find with us a ready market for all
ote of nineteen to five showed the
,,Ik
from undcr
and
their produce.
work. His rooms are as attractive as live feeling ,n favor of the measure.
jJent norlU on tll0 way rrcig|ll
aa
Holland, Mich.. April 10, 1874. 47 3s ly
Holland, Mich., Jan. Ist, 1874.
their location is desirable.Dr. Gee has
Preceding the opening oMhe
1,C f'°‘
settled in this city with the intention of
J. DUURSEMA.
T. KOFFERS.
making it his home, and we welcome him al school year of Hope College, the School J C °r‘
Board
or
Board
of
Education
of
the
as one amongst us. With a fair patronage
Nol Nibbelink, has been at one of his
he promises to give good satisfactionand Classes of Holland, Wisconsin and Grand old tricks again. That sick cow that was
a warranty to his work. We have no River met in the consistory-roomof the sold to him a few days ago by L. Van
doubt but what Holland City is a good First Reformed Church on Tuesday even- Mourick, was duly watched by the neighOf the
point for a good and competent dentist, ing. This is an organization of which bors. The cow was not very well and was

Brick

Store,

or

...

.

^

^

m

gener-

llcr

CASE PRICES.

as

^

-A-RRIV-ALj

and we arc happy to announce this at pres- comparatively little is known outside of slightly afflicted by two or three big sores.
its own field of usefulness. Ita member- Atone time she was about to be aban
ent.
ship is composed of the clergymen doned, but again picked up out of the raThe quietudeof the township of Allen of the Holland congregations in the
vine and properly braced. Thirteen doldale, in this County, was disturbed on West, connected with the Reformed
lars made Not. the owner of the animal.
Monday morning by discovering in the Church, numbering some thirty or more. She was towed along the outskirts of the
woods the corpse of a man who to all ap- Its object is to support and educate indi- city, to the slaughter house; duly butchpearances had been murdered. The de- gent but worthy young men, without limered; the rotten meat cut out, and the
ceased was found on the road between iting them to any specificcalling, leaving
“ good meat” carefully placed in the iceWarner’s and Brown’s houses, on Monday them at liberty at any time during their
box to be peddled out in the morning.
morning, with his feet entangled in the studies to make their selection, be it ecHowever, Nolletje was lieing watched
saddle of his horse. The horse was shot clesiasticor secular. None are admitted
a)i the time, by parties that intended to
through the neck and the man was stabbed unless they come well recommended.
“ go for him,” immediately after the sale
in two places. . The supposition is that he This Board derives its income from colof the first pound, and they were purposewas waylaid by one or more of a gang of lections and donations contributed among
ly lettinghim have his own way. Forturoughs, who of late have infested that lo- the membershipof the congregations repnately for Nol, their little game was
cality; that the horse was shot and fell resented. It bag an executive committee,
spoiled. The Mayor was notifiedof it in
with the rider, and that the latter w
and is otherwiseproperly organized,but time, and just before the peddling-hour
stabbed before he could extricate himsel
not incorporated, a propositionwhich is had arrived, the Marshal gave our butcher
At the side of the deceased were found
being seriously entertained. Asa feeder to a little advise on the subject, which the
pistol and a carbine, both loaded a
Hope College, this Board lias been instru- latter was glad to follow up. Wc would
cocked but not discharged, apparei^iy mental in accomplishingmuch good.
not like to interfere with or damage any
placed there to mislead. Attempts
The material for students among the Hol- one in his legit’matcbusiness, but we do
also made to cover up fresh tracks
landers could not have been furnished object to the sale of unwholesome, stale,
road. At one of the above houses
without this organization,and its useful emaciated,blown, stuffed, tainted, putrid,
ing of a shot was heard on the
ness for the future,as in the past, will be in measly or rotten meat.— Some people mil
evening before,..
proportion to the means in its treasuiy.
draw a good custom.
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Immense Supplies of

Dry

®<>0(1#8)

Furnishing

NotiouH ami TrimmingH,

Goods,

Hats*

Clothing,
Crockery,

Caps,

Groceries,
Glassware,

Stoneware,
Flour, Feed and Grains.

Provisions,

Our Assortment of Goods is complete ami selected with a
to accommodate the various classes of Trade.

view

WE SELL CHEAE:

Everything

in

the line of Produce will find with us

a

ready

market and the highest prices.
. I -• HOLLAND,

lull

Op.

THK ROYAL CONCERT.

Dr. Harris laughed. “ Jim Brown
to town, we had exchanged rings, and
don’t you say, Bill Scroggins? she had promised to love me through
One name would suit you about as well eternity. A lengthy eternity it proved
as the other.”
“Our engagement was to remain a
411 frowned slightly. “ Why should secret until I should become a great
I tell you my name ?’r
lawyer, and then I was to claim her.
“ Tm sure I don’t know,” was the This was Lucy’s idea. I wanted to
frank answer; “ unless because ,1 want speak to her aunt, but she begged me
you to. The crest on your arm is very not, giving a dozen different reasons for
like my own. I thought, perhaps, we my silence. I believe, even then, she
were related.”
thought it best not to bind herself too
“And if we were? You wouldn’t closely ; but, of course, I never suspect!

Why

HV JOHN O HAXK.

1

[A

Fable— Paraphrased from the 8i>auiahof Yrlarte.]

The animals once— ao the leffendareport—
To honof the Lion, their popular kin*,
A concert propoaed, in hit rnajeet j’a rourt,
At which all the brutes were invited to sIuk.

Not oU— I should say, as a lover of truth—
For eomebow or other the roauttfen misa«(i
The principalmatter— and managed, in sooth,
To have the best fingers left out of the list !

owi me.”
“Why not? I am

;

ftice.

But all of the othsN were warmly Invited 1

“A

•

tv.

convict f” he said, slowly.

“Well,” said the doctor, dryly, “ I
don’t see much society except cpuvicts,
at present,and I can’t say bhi What I
like them as well as I do tmM^who
think themselves a good deal better.

There was plenty of Jealousy, you may be sure,
And wrangling enough— as » always the case
Wheiythp Severest natftro attempts to secure
Foriidj of Bis singers the props rest place.

I’ve found out it isn’t always the worst
Tts settledst

last

;

ttc rehcarscl is dene

that are

;

And now for the Concert the vocalistsmeet,
With no fear of failure, for every one
What he's wanting in talent ihakea up In conceit

must know,” he added,
quaintly,“ and very much disapproved
of by the family.'*
411 looked out into the gathering
darkness for some minutes, aud then
said, quietly:
“ Well, sir, if you care to hear a convict's story, sit down awhile. I’ve
uever told it to any one, aud I don’t
know why I should tell it to you ; but
the mood’s on me, and l might as well
talk as think, may be ; and then you’ve
guessed my secret partly— at least, you
know I’m not Jim Brown "-rond a smile
flashed across his face. “ How old do
yon think I am ?” he continued.
44 Soon I noticed that Lucy’s letters
Dr. Harris looked at the powerful
grew shorter and shorter, and finally
frame of the man— at the strong, hard
oue came saying that she ‘had been
liues in Lis face.
thinking over our foolish engagement,
V Between forty and fifty, I should
and as there was do prospect of my besay.’-’
'ing able to support her, she had come
“ Thirty-six, yesterday. I was twen- to the conclusion that for the sake of us
ty-four the day I waa sentenced a pleas- both it had better be brokea’
ant way of celebrating one’s birthday,
“I know every word of that cool,
wasn’t it ? There waa a lot of stuff in heartless letter now. One remembers
the papers about my 4 youth,’ and my snch things. Very soon after, I heard
being so 4 hardened. ’ Did they think I of her engagement to Mr. Pierson I
was going to beg for mercy?— not I. was a gentlemen, and he was a snob ;
I’ve been out hero twelve years now, bnt he had money, and I hadn’t. ”
and I’ve escaped twice and been caught
“‘What’s a gentleman born? Is it
again ; but I’ll try it once more, some shillin’s an’ pence ? ” quoted the doctime.”
tor, softly.

!

Irallo !

vn.
The

slngfrs commence!— but no arswerlngcheers
Iteward their endesvors—the aitdienceswore
(While some ran away, ami gome stopt up their

•

.

!

vm.

At this, the performers, abating their noise,
Sought, each for himself, some Ingenious

,

,

And stfsight bis fellowswith vigor employs
The tterceet reproaches and fouleatabuse. .

The Prow

said the CricMt were quite out of
place;
Such villainoustreble they never had bsard !
The CricMs replied hv denouncingthe bass ;
A Donkey iing-tai«f— It v as truly absurd !

;

"Twas

the fault of the Frogs !n was the
reply;
clearly the Hornets " the I/icwtsexclaim
The Hoptets returned, " Tts a thunderinglie ! "
And on their accusers retorted the blame!
“

Tis

;

!

caught by any means. I’m a

‘radical,’ you

A couple of nornet* Vw tenor essayed ;
The CrickfU attempted the treble and altn ;
The basso (<.f course) by a Donkry was brayed ;
While to Itonittn aud Ftom was aosiguod the rsn-

That never waa ibnsics<J murdered before

my faults, I had always been perfectly honest and truthful.
In the winter, Mr. Pierson told me that
the business I had been attending to had
now to be completed, and that he was
going down himself. I was, of course,
very anxious to go, but he did not give
me the ohance. Luoy
>y met him at a
ople of dinners, aud, from what
couple
she
?h
said, I knew he had been verv iattentive
it
to her. He was a good-looking man,
about forty, and could make himself
very agreeable when ho chose to do so.
I wrote to Luoy immediately, telling her
what I thought of him. She replied,
accusing me of being jealous, aud saying she was sure I was prejudiced
against Mr. Pierson, who had spoken
very highly of me, aud to whom I found
she had confided the whole story of our
engagement. I was very angry, and
wrote rather harshly to her, I fancy, for
I remember sue told me I ‘did not love
her as I once did.’ That was our first
quarrel and whs soon made up, and for
a few weeks we corresponded as usual.
Mr. Pierson returned to London, but
went back again to Kent in a week or
two. He said he was collecting evidence
for an important case.
ed this, for, with all

not a bad fellow
in my way, .neitherdo I think you are.
in.
Not a Xightingalt, Wood-thrv*h, or Dlarkbini wsf Why sltouldn’t I own you ?”
in it;
The man raised himself on his arm,
Naj, even the fork and Canary were slighted
aud
looked searchinglyill the doctor’s
No mentionwas made of the mueical Hnnst;

’

-A

r

44

Then the King of the Beasts, who could bear it no
more,
Looked down from his throne, with a growl and a

Rrin,

}
And thus spoke bis mind, lu a terribleroer.
Which silencedat ouoe their obstreperous din

:

Oo !— out of my bearing, ye ignorant crew ;
Ere it came to the trial, each impudent wight
Was boasting the WonderfrU things he conld do ;
Quick 1 out of my hearing and ont of my sight
"

k

!

1

MODAL.

So in human affairs, when pretenders, who once
In arrogant boasting had vied with each other,
Meet a common disaster— then every dnnee
Eicueesblmtelf by accnsing another !

“411.”
“411?”
“ That’ime, sir.”
“ Let me see tour arm."
“It’s all right, sir.”

“All right, ia it? In my humble
opinion, it’s about as wrong as wrong
can be.”.
411 looked down at the bruised flesh
and broken bones he had affirmed to be
“ all right,” with a half-contemptuous
smile, and then, residing himself to the
inevitable,laid quietly watching the
white hands of the young doctor as he
prepared splints,bandages, etc., and
commenced the work of setting the bone,
now rendered doubly difficult by the
swelling of the bruised flesh.
The light of the setting snn stole into
the room, illuminating with a sudden
glory the bare walls and comfortless
surroundings, and throwing into strong
relief the two figures which gave life to
the picture. The doctor’s frank, goodhumored

face, slight, easy figure,

and

air of careless good breeding could not

have been out of place unaer any circumstances; but the other seemed
strangely in unison with, and yet in
contradictionto, his surroundings.
His muscular frame might have served
as a model for strength and beauty— a
toil,

tell me that,” said

Why

? They watch me

the
time any way. Just give me some water,
will you? Thanks. Well, I ought to
commence with my name, I suppose.
It is Edward Tracy. I was the second
son of a Northumberland squire, who
had just enough money to keep up the
place for my brother, and no more. A
fine old place it was, and the only thoroughly happy days I can look back to
were spent there. That was when I was
a boy— home for the holidays, eager
about cricket and foot-ball,and to whom
a gun and the. range of the rabbit warren were perfect happiness. After
a while, it was unpleasant enough. My
brother— a lazy, good-lookingfellow,
who knew how to ride and shoot, and
only that— was the idol of my mother
and sisters. All deferred to him except
little Mary, my pet, who used to follow
me round like a kitten. Poor, little
girl ! I wonder if she thinks of me
now. Younger sous in a poor family
have o hard time of it. I only wonder
more don’t go to the bad than do.
Brought up as gentlementhey are then
thrown on their own resources,to live
by their wits, either in some beggarly
profession, or as hangers-on where there
are any rich relations. They must put
tip with being snubbed and thrown over,
whenever they come in the way— made
use of and then cast aside ; at least, such
was my experience.I was proud aud
passionate,and so felt these things more
than others, I dare say. I wanted to go
into the army, but my father said he
couldn’t afford it — I 4 would be always
getting into debt,’ etc. — and so I was
apprenticed to a London barrister—a
great, pompous man, whom I cordially
detested before a month was out. He
had a way of aggravating me whenever
we came in contact that used to make
me long for an excuse to pitch him
down-stairs.I believe in presentiments.

Hercules in a prison dress ! His hands,

roughened and hardened by

You ought not

the doctor smiling,

had

“

not

all

“Eh !— what’s that? ”
“Only a quotation from the
shire Farmer; go on.”

“Well, of conrse I was furious, but
what good did that do me ? I thought
if I only had money, I would find some
means of revenge ; bnt money was just
what I hadn’t got. About that time, I
met a man calling himself St. Johu.
He was clever aud well educated, und
seemed to read all my wild, restless
longings at a glance. He led me from
bad to worse, till it ended in forgery ;
then he turned king’s evidence, and I
was locked up. I was always vesy strong,
and finding one of the bars loose, I
wrenched it ont, and dropped from my
wiudow one dark night, aud escaped.
On my way to the sea, I met this man
—St. John. I might have got off if I
could have let him alone, but 2 couldn’t.
I stopped him; he taunted me with my
disgrace ; told me that Mr. Pi arson had
known of the plan to ruin ne. 4 The

young lady throwing you over was

sir.w

’

that

ently.

-

“ Your crest ?”
“ Did I say that ?”— and

over his face.

a flush

“I must

crept

have been

dreaming ; pedple do dream sometimes,
don’t they?”
The doctor did not answer, but, looked keealy.at -him, as; be turnei -away
his head with a sllort embarrassed

laugh.

•

‘

’

“ What is your name?”,
“No. 411.”
“I don’t meautfthat; I mean your
name," persistedthe doctor.
.

“Jim Brown.”

p.

prime trump in our hand,’ he added,
with a leer. I warned him to be silent ;
but he, as if blind to his danger, exasperated me in every way possible. I
grappled with him, aud remembering a
trick I had learned at school, soon threw
him. My bands were on his throat. A
half-minute more, and the earth would
have been rid of one sordid wretch ; but
his cries had been heard by south men
in a neighboring field, and I was over-

powered. This man— a mined gamester, once a gentleman— had changed
me from an honest, honorable lad, to a

same, day after day, except the few occupation which will be your ruin at
nights I spent in the bush, the two last.” The thief burst info tears, and
times I got off. They mostly let me exclaimed,“Oh Mr. Fox, forgive me
alone now. I keep by myself, and I’ve and let me go. I have bet n driven to
never told a word of this before. I had this by necessity alone ; my wife and
almost forgottenI wasn’t 4 Jim Brown,’ children are starving!” Fox comuntil to-day. Did you hear how I hurt passionatelygave him a guinea, and he
my arm ?”
went away with blessings on his lips.
“ One of the men told me you were Soon after, Fox wishing to know what
helping to raise a heavy stone, and that time it was, found his watch missiug.
you let the lever slip in some way, and “Good God,” he exclaimed, “my
so got your arm crushed.”
watch is gone 1 ” “ Yes,” answered his
“That’s true as far as it goes; a gang brother, “ I saw your friend take it.”
of us were working on the road when a 44 Saw him take it, and made no attempt
carriage passed. I looked up as I step- to stop him !” “ Really,” said the
ped out of the way, and who do you General, “you and he appeared to be
think I saw ?— Luoy and her husband
on such good terms with each other
She was looking just the same as ever, that I did not like to interfere.”
only prouder. I was so near I could
A penny saved here and there counts up at
have touched her dress. She looked
the end of tbo year. Buy only SILVER
calmly at me— I was only a couvict, TIPPED Shoes and you will nave dollarsin!

covered with the dust from her carriage stead of cents. Parents, remember
wheels. If she had recognized me, the
color would have faded a little from her
pink cheeks, 1 think. I wonder if she
remembers the letter I wrote her, before
SUPPLIED WITH
I was transported. I told her some

tins.

THE DYING BODY
THE

home

truths

blame for
wasted

then. She knows who

my

VIGOR OF

to

wasted— worse than

life.

.

LIFE

THROUGH

“Twelve years didn’t seem much to
me. I looked after the carriage like
one stunned. The lever slipped from
my hand— you saw my arm. I didn’t

DR. RADWAY’S

think of it, until I found I couldn’t lift
it. Mr.. Pierson has got some high appointmenthere, some one said. Of
course his wife will be feted and flattered. I wonder how she would like to
be reminded of that summer in Kent.
ONE BOTTLE
How would she like if I should stop her
Win make the Blood pare, the Skin clear, the Byea
carriage, aud remind her of the time she
brifht, the Complexion smooth and transparent,
swore to love me1 forever, or how often the Hair strong, and remore all Sore*, Pimples,
her bright head has rested on my shoul- Blotches, Pustules,Tetters, Cankers, etc., from
der. I can feel the thrill of her soft the Head, Face, Nesh, Mouth and Skin. It li pleaslips yet ou my cheek. There, that’s all. ant to take and the dose is small
Do you believe in justice? I don’t.
Resolresaway Diseased Deposits;H Pur IBM
The cause of evil should be attacked It the
Blood and Renovates the System. It cures
now, it is only the victina That woman
with certainty aD Chronic Dlseaiss that
is more guilty to-day than. I. She drove
have lingered In the system fire or
ten years, whether it be
me mad— and yet she rides by in her
carriage, respected and admired ; while ScrtfaU or Syphilitic,Hereditaryor
I, in my prison dress, can uever be anyContagious,
thing but what I am — iW'— Overland
BE
IT SEATED IN
#
Monthly.

THE GREAT

Blood Purifier!

_

;

THE

Lungs

or Bones,
A Romance.
Flesh or Nerves,
That the Bonaparteswere not to roy- OOREUPTINO THE SOLIDS AID VTOATINCI
altv born seems evidenced by the obTHE FLUIDS.
scurity of certain branches of the famiIT B THE ONLY POSITIVE CUBE POE
ly. London has for a year or so shelor

Stomach, Skin

tered one of the fallen branches of the KIDNEY and BLADDER COMPLAINTS,
family— a “royal milliner ”— aud our Urinary and Womb DUeasei, Gravel, Diabetes,
Stoppage of Water, Incontinence of Urine,
own Baltimore contains another— a lit- Dropsy,
Bright’sDisease, Albuminuria, and in all cases
tle old woman with feeble, tottering wnere there are brick-dustdeposits,Chronft
Rheumatism, Scrofula, Glandular Swelling, Hackframe, and a wizened, wrinkled face, ing Dry Cough, Cancerous Affections, Syphilitic
Bleeding of tbo Lungs, Dyspepsia,
wigged aud spectacled. Oi the prom- Complaints,
Water-Brash, Tic Doloreux, White Swellings.
enade the old lady uses her attendant’s Tumors, Ulcers. Skin aud Hip Diseases, Mercurial
arm as a support, aud passas, apparently Without notice, the groups of talkers I Complaints,Ulcers la the Throat, Mouth, Tumors,
fU stare sr point her out to. a bI ranger.
1£ some of the more defer ant salute her,
-Ac aw.
ai(gw ua aas.
she straightens for a moment, and re- Erysipelas,Acne, Black Spots, Worms in
Flesh, Csncsrs In the Womb, and all weakening
turns it with a touch of the old grace and painfuldischarges.Night Sweats, Loss of
that wrought her fame an A her misfor- Sperm and all wastes of the life prlnbple are
the curative range of this wonder of Modtune. 8be is not a celebrity of to-day ; within
ern Chemistry,and a few days' use will prove to
her story stretches back fall sixty years, any person using lt,fbr cither of theta soma of
j

;

I

a»'

when a handsome pusillanimous exite married her on his own eaj»iee, and repudiatedbed- at the beck
of a brother ; for she is Madame Jerome Bonaparte, as she has always
proudly styled herself, Dace the wile,
now the widow of Jerome Bonaparte,
King of Westphalia. Beautiful,brillto the davs

iant

and

aristocratic,Miss Patterson

-

married him, then an unknown stranger, against the wishes and counsel of all

her f/ientls.She

diatsie, Its potent power to cure them.

Sold by Druggists.' $100 per Bottle.

R. R.

R.

RADWAY’S

Ready

Relief,

now old and peculnever saw The Cheapest and Best Medicine for
Family, Use in the World!
his‘father, is dead, bnt his widow aud
felon, and then, disregarding 4 the hon- eMld — a third Jerome, with uumistakaor’ which is said to exist even ‘among
One 50-Cent Bottle
bjs Bonaparte face — are living in Baltithieves,’ threw me over to save himself. njore.
WILL rrRR MORE COMPLAINTS AND PREVENT
THE SYSTEM AGAINST SUDDEN ATTACKS OP
I would be content to give five years of
EPIDEMICS AND CONTAGIOUS DISEASES THAH
j
Anna
S.
Getsingjsr,
of
Honesdale,
ONE
HUNDRED DOLLARS EXPENDED FOR OTHmy life— nay, more, I would be content
Pa., writes the following: “After suffering ER MEDICINES OR MEDICAL ATTENDANCE.
to add five years to my life— could it
THE MOMENT RADWAY’S READY RELIEF 18
for nearly two years from ueuralgia in the
purchase that one half-minute of which breast, passing up into the throat, faeeaud APPLIED EXTEKNALLY-OR TAKEN INTERNALLY ACCORDING HO DIRECTIONS— PAIN,
I was robbed.
head, I was entirely cured and restored to FROM WHATEVER CAUbE, CEaSES TO EXIST.
44 My family disowned me, and made health by using Dr.’ L. Q. 0. Wiahavfs Pine
IMPORTANT.— Miners,Farmer*, and others residing tn sparse. y-settled districts,where it ts
no attempt even to procure counsel for Tree Tar Cordial."— Cbm.
difficultto secure the servicesot a physician,
I knew that man would injure me some me. All forsook me except little Mary,
READY RELIEF is Invaluable.It can
They are so busy in Kansas that they RADWAY’S
be used with positive assurance f doing good in
day. I saw more trickery and under- from whom I got a tear-stained letter spell it llworth.
all case* where. pain or discomfort is experienced;
hand dealing while in that office than I inclosing a five-pound note, her quarnr if acired wit h Influenza,Di puthorU,8.-rc Throat,
Bad Coughs.Hoarseness.Bilious Colic,Inflammahad ever seen in my life before. Mr. terly allowance, and telling me that
tion of the Bowels, Stomach, Lungs, Liver, Kidneys; or with Croup. Qulnssy. Fever and Ague; or
Pierson was a man of tact, not talent. she would never forget me. My father
with Neuralgia,Heuimt-he, Tic Doloreux,ToothHe had gained several good cases, which had forbidden any of them to write to
ache. Earache;or with Lumbago, Pain in the B»ck,
or
Rheumatism;or with Diari hen, Cholero Mormade his reputation,and he had a way me. or even mention my name; but
bus. or Dysentery; or "itn Burns, 8 aids, or
of making people believe that if black Mary had disobeyed. 4 It can’t be
Bruises; or with Strains, Cramp*, or Spasm*. The
applicationof RADWAY’S READY RELIEF will
wrong to write to you, dear,’ she said,
was not just white, it was certainly
cure you of the worst oi three complaintsin a few
4 for you are my own brother, always,’
hours
which proved very useful to him.
Twenty drops <n halts tumtdorrf water will in a
“There was a flaw in the evidence,
“1 was about twenty-two when I
few moments curn CRAMPS, SPASMS, SOUR STOMACH.
IIPAhTBTTRN.SICK HEADACHE. DIARwhich
my
counsel
took
advantage
of,
went into Kent for a few weeks, partly
RHEA, DYSENTERY. C«'L1C. WIND IN THE BOWon business for Mr. Pierson, and partly but Mr. Pierson worked against him
ELS, and all INTERNAL PAINS.
iar. ••

i

is

Her son Jerome, who

i

been as slender and well-shaped as the
own. His face, bronzed by exposure to all weathers, was still highbred and refined— aquiline features,
clear, brave eyes, find, above all, the
close cropped hair of a convict. Ho
had that hair of reserve, totally distinct
from rudeness, which only well-bred
people possess, and which impresses even
the most vulgar and obtuse.
Though the sensitive mouth betrayed
his delicate nervous organization,noth- to visit an uuele of mine. Am I tiring
ing could be more stoic d than the com- you, sir, with this long story?”
posure with which- he bore the torture
44 Not at all, Tracy ; go on.”
he was suffering.
411 started at the unfamiliar name,
“Why on earth, man, don’t you say which the doctor slightly emphasized.
something, or cry out?” exclaimed the His breath came quickly, and his voice
doctor, haff. impatiently.
was husky when he spoke again :
“ That’s not my way,
V
14 Would yoii think, now, that a man
Nbticing thfc gatheringwhiteness could hear his own name so seldom,
round his patient’s lips, the doctor has- that when it was spoken as you spoke
tily poured something in a glass, and, mine, it could make the past come back
bidding him drink it, went quickly on like the great wave, almost blottingout
With his work. After a few minutes’ si- the present ? I haven’t heard my name
lence, he glanced up suddenly.
for more than ten years.” he went on
“ What’s
pointing to a small musingly. “I don’t wonder it sounds
blue figure on the brawny wrist.
sfrange to me. It was in the summer
“ That ? 0 ! my crest. I did it v&en when I went to Kent ; the time for 4 fallI was a boy,” said the man, indiffer- ing in love,’ as it is called, and, of
doctor’s

York-

.

Two Foxes and a Pickpocket.
Oue day Edward Fox went with his
of my guards thrust a handkerchief into brother Charles James Fox, to witness
my hand, with a few cheering words the first balloon ascent made in Engruffiy said. That touch of sympathy, gland. Tnere was a great crowd, and
and the child’s gift, saved me from utter Fox detected a pickpocket attempting
despair. That was the last I saw of to relieve him of his watch. “ My
England. My life here has beeu the friend,” said he, “you have chosen an
kept back the 'tears which rolled over
my cheeks. I was handcuffed, but oue

WISHARTS

privately, collectingevidence for the
crown, and I was convicted. Heaven
grant that there may not be many poor
wretches who leave old England with
the feelings with which I left it. If I
had had the opportunity, I would have
put an end to my miserable existence.
I was taken in a cab, strongly guarded,
from the jail to the wharf. We passed
one of the parks on our way. I had
been in prison for some time, and the
fresh green grass, the trees, the flowers,
had never looked so beautifulas now,
when I knew I was locking on them for
the last time. I thought of the hedgerows white with blossoms, in Northumberland ; the larks singing overhead ;
Mary perhaps in our favorite nook in
course, I did it. I don’t wonder lit my- the orchard, weeping bitter tears as a
self, even now, when 1 remember all last good-bve to ‘her handsome Teddy,’
No wonder
that has passed. We were thrown very as she fondly called
much together. Lucy was an orphan, my heart swelled when I thonghtof
living with a rich maiden aunt, whose those who in the sight of God were
place abjoined my uncle’s. I had al- guilty of my crime.
ways a fondness for playing the part of
44 As we went down the dock, a child
protector ; and she vras A clinging, deassed u* with a bunch of cowslips.
pendent*little thing, with longkoldetr sust two years before I had gathered
curls and a delicate piuk-and- white dai- them for Lucy in the green Kentish
sy face. I had never cared for any girl lapes
The child looked up wistfully,
before, aud from the first I loved her as I passed ; presentlyshe ran after us,
madly. It’s the 4 old, old story,’ and I and put her cowslip in my hand. That
needn’t make a fool of myself igain by was the drop too much in the cup altelling it to you. . Before I went ba«k ready ; to save my life I could not have

me.

1

Travelersshould alwi.y8 csrry

a

bottle of RADA few drops

WAY’S READY RELIEF with ibem.

Di water will prevent sicknessor pains from
change of water. It is better than French Brandy
or Bitters as a stimulant.

Nature’s Great

Remedy

Sold by Druggiftf. Pric« 60 Centi.

roa ALL

RADWAY’S
THROAT ind LUNG
Regulating Pills,
DISEASES!!
DR.

Is the vital principleof the Pine Tree, obtained
a peculiarprocess in the distillationof the tar, by
which its highest medicinal propertiesare retained.
Tar even in its crude stale has been recommendedby
eminent physiciansof every tehee/. It i» confidently
sflered to the afflictedfor the followingsimple reasons:
i. It curbs,— no/ 6y abruptly ttopfing the ce*t*~
lut by diisolving the phlegm and ottis/inf nature
throw off the unhealthy matter causing the Irritation.
In cases of tiattd CONSUMmoN it both prolongs and
renders less burdensome the life of the affl feted sufferer.
s. Its healing principle acts upon the irritated sur.
c« of the lungs, ptnrtratiny to each iiitand Part,
islieving pain, anu tubduiny inflammation.
j. It ruRiriBSANDBNRtCHUTHB blood. Positive
ly curing all humors,from the common pimpli or
XiUKrioN to the severest casts of Scrofula.Thousands
•f affidavits could be produced from those who have
felt the beneficial effects of PtNxTntB Tar Cordial
in the various diseases arisingfrom impurities of

It

y

THE BLOOD.
4-

It

inviforaUt the diftttiveergant and ratorn

All^srho have known or tried Dr. L. Q. C. Wisremedies requireno references from us, but tits
names of thousands cured by them can be given to
any one who doubts our statement.Dr. L. Q. C.
Wishart's Great American Dyspeftia Pi/D and
Worm Sugar Drops have never been equalled. Fob
Mis by all Druggists and Storekeepers,and at
kart's

Perfectly tasteless, elegantly coated with sreet
gum, purge, regtilute.imrlfy,cleanse and strengthen. RADWAY’S PILLS, for the cure of all disorder! of the Stomach, Liver. Bowels, Klaneyt, Bladder, Neivous Diseases, Headache, Constipation,
Costlveneis, Indigestion, Dyspepsia,Blliouttieaa,
Bilious Fever, iHDammstlon of the Bowols, Piles,
and all Derangements of the InternalViscera.
Warranted to effecta positive cure. Purely Vegetable,containing no mercury, minerals, or deleterious drugs.
. WObserve tho followingsymptoms resulting
from Disorders ot the Digestive Organs:
Constipation, luwsrd Pi Us, Fullness of the Blood
in the Head, Acidity of ihe Stomach, Nausea,
Heartburn.Disgustof Pood Fullness or Weight in
tho Stomach, Sour Eructations, SlnkingorFluttering at the Pit of the Stomach,Swimming of the
Head, Hurried and Difficult Breathing, Flutteringat the Heart, Choking or Suffocating Sensations
when In a Lying Posture, Dimness of Vision, Dots
or Wehs before the Sight. Fever and Dull Pain in
the Head, Deficiency of Perspiration, Yellowneae
of the Skin and Eyes, Pain in tte Side, Chefct,
Limbs, and sudden Flushes of Heat, Burning in

the Flesh.
A few doses of BADWAY’8 PILLS will free the
system from all the above named disorders.

Fries 25 Gents per
Read

Bo£

Sold by Druggists.

“FALSE AND

TRUE.’’

.

WISHAET’S Office,
if#, 939 N. Second 6U, PMUsetm,

Dr. L. Q. C.

ip to

Warren

Rj

Street. New York, Information worth
thousandswill be sent you.

810 to 81,000 invested in Wall-street
often leads to a fortune. Pamphlet, with explanationsand statistics of Railroads, Stocks,
six indies of either side of the stem of a Bonds, Ac., with other valuable information.
pumpkin or vegetable marrow, it will mailed on recept of 30 cents. Address Alex.
in the course of the night approach it, FrothlnRham A Co.. Rankers and Brokers,
AGRICULTURALIMPLEMENTS.
CHICAGO SCRAPER A DITCHER CO., 6C LaSalle.
and will be found in the morning with 12 Wall-street,New York
Vegetable Instinct.

If

a pail of water be placed within

fc.
one of the leaves on the water. The
The Northwestern HousE-NAiriCo.’s
experiment may be continued every " Finished" Nail is the best in the world.
night, until the plant begins to fruit.
Go to Rivkhsidb Water Cure, Hamilton, III.
Place a drop within six inches of a
young convolvulus, or scarlet runner
CAUL PHfcTZKL'S WEEKLY— A Poit will find it, although the drop may
litical IlliiMirnttMl Journal— Written in Enbe shifted daily. After it has twined Kliih. Subicrtptinnprice, gtt.BO per year..
some distance up the direction, it will We preecnt to our eubecriben a magnificent
return to its originalposition or die in chrorao, entitled “ Chicago After the Fire.', This
the attempt; yet notwithstanding, if ie the handamneftt and moet correct picture of the
two of the plants grow near each other, Chicago Firo'ever publiihed, the retail price of
whieh la §H, i^p conFenueric* of having pufellaf
and have no stake around which they
HJOfxQ copie# If it, VaMafurtd Uitjm *Vh tfffo
can entwine, one of them will alter the ahloh •able/ pg to preeent them to onr ento*
directionof the spiral, and they .will scribe rn gratuitously.Tlio chromo and paper
twine around each other.
will be forwardedimmediately on receipt pf the
Duhamel placed some kidney beans prlce-*2.50. Addreie, C.H.1UR*IS>\
(Carl pret/el),
in a cylinder of moist earth ; after a
Room 17, Lakeside Building.
short time they began to generate,of
course sending the plume toward the
The Rice Divorce Suit fot fraud in age.u
light and the root into the soil. After ciuilng great excitement In Boston. It should
a few days the cylinder was then turned warn young men not to marry in haite. Rice it
one-fourth around, and again and again but 22; hlabrlde37. Ue ewean that ehe made him
believe ehe wai but his own age, by usiug Magnothis was repeated until an entire revolia Balm upon her face, neck and hands. Poor
lution of the cylinder was completed.
youth I He probably found her elbowe weren't
The beans were taken out of the earth ; quite ao soft end pretty, pught Hagan to be inthe plume and radicle had bent to ac- dicted? We know of many similarcases. This
commodate themselves to every revolu- Balm gives a most wonderful pearly and uaturu]
tion, one in its efforts to ascend, the complexion, to which we don't object. We like
pretty women. To finish the picture, they should
other to descend, and had formed a
use Lyon's Kathslronupon the hslr. With pearly
perfect spiral. Although the natural chlu, rosy cheeks, and aoft, luxurioustresses,
tendency of the roots is downward, if they become Irrsslitlble.
the soil beneath bo dry, and any damp
Fell froth n Railroad Car, and nearly broke
substance be above, the roots will ashis neck. Pat picked him up, rubbed him with
cend to meet it.
Mexican Muetaug Liniment,and tent him on by

Dr.

HIATT A

AGENTS WANTED

for

Centennial
or raa
Untied Mutes.

'he

CAZETTEER'
grand

•irnwing the
seau Its of our first 100 Years.
mrnke sa e; agents make *100 to *200 a montn.
nd fmr clrc’r. Ziegler * McCurdy. Chlckg ». 111.

MORPHINEHABIT speedily
cured by Dr. Hock's only
known A sure Remedy.

OPIUM NO

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.
12ft South Clark.

Le ROY,

CHARGE

for treatment until cured. Call on or addreea

AWNINGS. TENTS, TWINES AND CORDAGE.
QILBKBT, HUBBARD A C0MtM tt> 2tt South Watsr.
BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS.
DR. PRICE'S.Steele A Price Mfrs.. 201 dans 8. Water,
Chicago, 204 N. 2d, St. Louis, 244 Main, Cincinnati!

BOOKSELLERS'ANO. STATIONERS,
JANSEN. McCLI’RO A CO;, 117 to 119 State.
W. B. KEEN, COOKE A CO., 113 to 116 State.

i

& Co,

Sinker, Davis

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.,
^Manufacturersof etrlctly first-dan

I

Portable Engines,

BOOTS AND SH0ES-WH0LESALE.

M

DR. JJO. BECK, Cincinnati,

Stationary Engihee,
0. 8. RICH A KD80N A CO., 1* to 130 Franklin.
T. B. WEBER A CO, 127 and 129 Market.

CHILDREN'! CARRIAGES. ROCKING HORSES,
9LEI6H9.

Itc.

Tubular and Flue Boilers,
Lard Tanks, Water Tanks,
CIRCULAH SAW-M1LLB,

• »
Peoria,

VINEGAR BITTERS
Walker's CaliforniaViiie^ar Bitters are a purely Vegetable

preparation, mndo ^Mefiy from the naKdRlng Table*, Lever Head illocks, FlourMill Machinery, Ntave Machinery, Mhln- tive herbs found on too lower ran^ea of
CHINA. GLASS AND QUEENSWARE.
clc Machinery, Planliig-MIII Machinery,
ROWES A KENT, 262 to 264 Wabash av.
Hangers, Piilleya and Bhaniug, Uellla tho Sierra Nevada mountains of CaliforPatent Liovernori, Ac.
nia, tho medicinal propertiesof which
COMMISSIONS OF DEEDS FOR ALL STATES AND
J9* Send for uIUiutrata&Catalogue"
aro extractedtherefrom »vithout tho use
TERRITORIES. AND U S. COMMISSIONER.
BEFORE BUYINO ELSEWHERE.
SIMEON W. KING, 169 LaSalle, Boom first floor.
of Alcohol. The question is alraoi..
ECLIPSE WIHD KILLS ARE THE CHEAPEST daily asked, “What is tho cause of the
DRUGGISTS-WHOLESALE.
E. BURNHAM A BON, I2 4ud‘64 Lake.
fit the market when power and durability unparalleledsuccess of Vinegar BiiTKKsf” Our answer is, that they remove
are considered.
ENGRAVER. SEALS. PRESSES. BURNING-BRANDS,
SOAP STAMPS. STEEL AND BRASS STAMPS.
"Simple In Con- too cause of disease, and tho patient re'struction,PowerL. BOCHE, 171 E. Randolph.
rovers his health. They are tho greaf
ful in Action,
Have very little Friction, and Rim blood nurifiornnda life-givingprinciple
ENGRAVERS.
in LightestWinds. Iti regu
a perfect Renovator and Invigorate
S. D. CHILDS, JR., A CO., lift Franklin.
lationTsOuick and sure. Will not
of tho system. Never before It the
•
/
ENGRAVERS' STENCILS AND STOCK.
1’ack va
or aFreeie a*a
in Winter. Every
Slock Farmer, Cheese Factory and history of’ the world has a medicine been
C.
. HANSON, 38 South Clark.
Dairy
U'MSI
shquld nave a Wind Mill.
nomitounded possessing the remarkable
A loft. Mill will pump water for wohsad
FLOWERS AND STRAW GOODS-SPECIALTY.
qualities of Vinegar BtrntRfi in houlhijr th*
ofitock.
of
stock.Our ii
iisml
am! loft.Milltaheueom
i6
Mllli shell com
DALY, HENR0T1N A CO., 144 and 146 Wabash av.
an grind feed. WelHiildWindMtlllfnim sick of every disease man i« hoir to. Thoy
io to Go
In (ilameier.ai*o anlt freering
FURNITURE.
Force Pumpa.Pump Head* and Cylln.lert. art* a gentle Purgative as well as a Tonio
the next train. Palls,bruleei, cute, contusions,
Drive Well PoiOU Wtaolcdto keep out
A.
L.
HALE
A
RRO.,
10,
12,
14
ana
10
Canal
relieving Congestion or Inflammation of
What the Promised Laud Flowed With. lameness and such accidents are oouetamly ocbe sand.
Bn
the Liver and Visceral Organs, m Bilious
GLASS SHOW-CARD PAINTER.
Sind For Circclar,
Little childrensometimes give strange curring. There is nothing so sure, safe, cheap
Diseases.
J.
J.
G.
BURGHOFFER,
199,201
and
203
E.
Randolph
answers to questions propounded on and convenient as the celebratedMnetang LiniECLIPSE HIND BILL COIPAKL
ment.
It costs but 50 cents and S>:.G0 per bottle,
The properties of Dr. Waltckr's
GUNS.
CUTLERY.
FISHING
TACKLE.
the subject of “The Promised Land.”
BELOIT, WIS.
and no Family or owner of Horses should bo with- Address W. E. SPENCER* CO., 88 State. Est.1897,
Vinegar
irhqar ii riTKRH are Aperient, Diaphoretic,
A Sunday-school teacher asked
out it. There is no flesh, bone or muscle ailment
irminotive,__________
Nutritious,________
Laxative, ________
Dluretim
Agents Wanted for the Life and Adventures ot Carminative,
“ Who led out the Israelites?”
HARDWARE AND CUTLERY-WHOLESALE
upon man or animal, like Rheumatism, Bruises,
Sedative,Counter- Irritant, Sudorific, AltoraSEKBKKGER
A
BREAKEY,
88
to
40
Lake.
“ Moses,” was the prompt reply.
Spsviu and Lameness, which It will not alleviate
Ute, aud Auti-Dilio"'
EDWIN HUNT 4 SONS, 58 and 60 Lake.
“ And where did ho lead them ?”
or cure. Why will you suffer? Beware of counIt. II. Me DONALD CO..
From facta dictatedby himself. The only True
terfeits. It is wrapped in a steel-plateengraving,
HEAVY HARDWARE-WHOLESALE.
“To the Promised Land, sir.”
and Authenticlife of America'egreatest HUNTlR, Drr pistil ami (k*n. Apli.. Snn FrnnHaon, California,
BCOUT and GUIDE ever published. Full descrip- an cor. of WiMhitifftonmid Charlton St*„ N. Y.
K1MBARK BROS. A CO., 80 to 84 Micbigan-av.
“ That’s right, my little dears. Now signed “O. W. Westbrook,Chemist,'.'
tions of tko In ulan tribes of the PAR WEST, inSold by all DniKtrUtM nnii !)• aler*.
cluding the MODOC WAR, thrilling adventures
what did that laud flow with ?”
HOTELS.
On Everybody's Tonpnc.-EuiogUmts ol NEVADA HOTEL, Wabi«h-av.,bet Msdiaon and and hairbreadthescapes. Agents are taking from riHIK Cl 1IC ADO LKDUKR.-One ropy of
“ With honey,” said three or four.
10 to 20 orders every day. iJO.UOU already sold.
ihie great paper tent to any addreie, Laouaa
the great National Regenerator of Health, PlaxMonroe. Central, convenient. $2.00 per day.
Illustrated circulars free. Address M. A. PARKER Co., 114 Honroe-at., Chirage, Ilf.
“ And what else ?”
avion Bittsbs,are on everybody'stongue. This
A
CO.,
163
and
165
Clark
Btrcut,
Chicago,
III.
WABASH HOUSE, $2 00 per day. First-class in
Here was a stick— no reply.
gratuitous viv« tors advertising is better th«u all
every particular. Wabuih av., cor. Congress.
MKWIND MACII1NK Ie agoml preeentfor
a lady. A few daya' canvaaelugfor the CBt“ Come, children, some of you surely paid-for puffing to which the owners of Bogus
HALF
A
DOLLAR
IMPERIAL AXLE GREASE.
CAOO
Lbdoeh will enable any man to obtain a
remembpr. When you were babies, bittersare obliged to resort. It has a spontaneous GF.O. B. SWIFT* CO., Mfrs., 142 to 146 Fulton.
ma<hlne. Addreie LEboait Co., 114 Mimroe-ei.,
Chicago 111
heartiness about it which carries convictionto
what did your mamma’s give to you?
Will pay for the
the mind of the auditor.
LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD MANUFACTURERS.
What else did the Promised Land* flow
e; W. BL4TCHF0RD A CO., 70 North Clinton.
with besides honey ?”
$ 1 000 Addr?M HKH 0HcnE n! 8N 0mK' LINSEED OIL and oil cake manufacturers.
Again a blank pause.

JAMES

R.

THOMAS, Manufacturer,114 N.
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“ I know, thir,” said a little five-yearolder, springing to his feet

and

elevat-

4

Each

Week

Agents wanted. ParticuUre free. J. WORTH A CO., St. Louis, Mo.

—

ing his little hand. “I know what il
xroiiey-.viaklng
Employment.Best over
ill offered.Address, M. N. L<
LOVELL, Erie, Ft.
wath, thir; I know, thir.”
“ What was it, my dear?”
per day at home. Terms free. Address
Geo. Stinson A Co., Portland, Maine,
“Why, it wath ‘ titty,’ thir!”
The teacher, amid the laughter of the A UK.V1S WANTED— Men or women. *34 a
adult spectators, proceeded to change xl. weefc or $100 forfeited. The atcret free. Write
at once to COWEN A CO., 8th Bt., New York.
the subject by singing a hymn.
PKK DAY fiommlsakm or ftto a week
Salary and expensea.We offer It and will
An Act of Justice.— Doubting Castle pay it. Apply
uow. ti. Webber A. Co. Marion, O
was a sad stumbling block in the path of
Bunyan’s Christian, though it couldn’t __________
FOR SALE ttonary
0ood so-o,id
hBn‘i ^rubi«
s,aEnglneeand
Boilera,a"'1
Tubing,
bar his way to Truth. We can sympa- Caamg. etc. Addreai Bingham A Rich, Oil City, Pa.
thize with the Pilgrim, foi Doubt always
, 1*1000 PKK
besets us when we are asked to believe LAN BE MADE by any smart man who can keep
t<> himaelf. Adrtro>g
anything particularly extraordinary. bia business
D. F. HERMANN, Hoboken, New Jersey.

$5g$20

LUMBER.
CO.— Green Ray Lumber. North
Pier. W. E. Strong, Pres. G.C. Hempstead, Sec.

i

MARBLE AND SLATE MANTELS.
THE OOWBN MARBLE CO., 11 North Clark.
F. W. SMITH A CO.. Dealers in Rough aud

!

MUSIC, SHEET AND BOOK. AND DEALERS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
THE ROOT * SONS MUSIC CO., 109 State.

JA3. B.

n

preparation.

7

SEWING MACHINE COMPANIES.
AMERICAN 8. M. CO., 242 Wnbash-av.
*•

Dr. Pierce’s Compound Extract of

S.

“
POST.MASTKUB.-Our

SHOT.

U 111 111 IBB lUJI E to
II
commissions
L Postmastersare the most favorable offered by
any first-class newspaper in the country. Address
Lkdukk Co., 114 Mnnroe-st., Chicago.
..... .J

1 1.-•

l

CO., 70 North Clinton.

SHOW-CASE MANUFACTURERS.

SAMUEL B. MARTIN, 67 State.

No

For Circulars, etc., address CALKINS CHAMPION
WASHER CO., ‘A/7 8. Clark. Agents wanted.

mo, size 7 by 9— worth Sl.fiO-and fullin•,J_u£Uon>ito clearJ'Ma day. Address
Plumii 4 Co., 106 South Sth-st,Phlla.,Pa.

By

H. R. Palm Kit, of Chicago, assjited by L. O.

Kmekkon, (if Boston,
containing also compositionsfrom the hands of
large numbers of American Music Writers.

Pah Convkntiors, Choirs and Sinoisc, Classes.
T 1>, Leader has Hi pages of Singing School
Music, the same as that in the Song Monarch, and
large numbers of new Tunes and Anthems, all by
the best composers.
1

W0rKs

WANTKD

--

—

**- *' -----

Wanted at once to learn
telegraphingand take

YOUNG
HEN
11V 4

r

offices on new lines
„ . which we are furnish
ing with operators. Salary from *60 to 8100 per
month. Circulars mailed free.
N. W. TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE, Janesville,Wis.

OUR

Sewing Machine.
AWARDED

THE

NEW OA^are
CAT

CENTRAL HOTEL.
Passenger
J.

K levator.

APPLETON WILSON,

AG-EXTS

a

Higher

Prize.
A

FEW GOOD KKANONNi

!4.— Make*

Prop'r.

WANTED FOR

LMBEJIAMi

UnfForMile|nU/A
R

PROGRESS,”

a perfect look arixcn, alike on both

ides, on all kinit of goods.

BRIDGMAN,

nUsRepuWnUlv

Jitlalmt:Love, l(a Laic*, Poicrr, tie.
Agents are sellingfrom 15 to 45 copies a day.
Bend for specimou pages and terms to agents, and
see why It sells faster than am other book. Ad-

A

3.

-Runs Light, Shootr, Roiselbss and Rahd

-leaf combination of qualities.
4.— Durable— ifun* for

Yean

0,-Is JJoat Eaaily Managed by the operator.
Length of stitch may be altered while running, aud
mtchlne can be threadedwithout passing thread
through holee.
7 .-Do sign Simple, Ingenioue, Elegant, forming
the etltch without the use of Cog-Wheel Oeara,
Rotary Cam* or Lever Arms. Has the Aufotmtfie
Drop-Feed, which inturet uniform length ofetitehat
The most powerfulMagical Lantern any speed. Has our new Thread-Controller,which
ever made, with a brilliantOil Lamp; allows easy movementof needle-bar and prevente
for Home, Sunday School aud Lectures,
injury to thread.
Stereoptlcons, *o. Slides at reduced
8.-Co»iTaucTioirmost eare/ul
n
,P*]?**-Apnfitable biuine*for a man
la manufacturedby the moet ektilfti and experienced
capital, Bejul
Cttal(»fnie.
1 ktamp
stamp for Catalogue.

C0, ^
iMMdBiangaa

CALHOUN,

Land Commissioner.
Wilhoft’s Tonic !— Unfailing and
Infallible! --This great Chill Tonic cures
Chills without the interventionof doctorsand
their bills. No consulting Visits— no pre- Wisconsin
Railroal
iritn
scriptions to be filled— no huge bills, entailing
M’ALLISLKR
WM Y. M’ALLISLKR,
pecuniary embarrassments, added to loss of
1314 Chestnut-st.. Philadelphia.
health. It is the friend of tho poor man, because it enables him to earn a living, and of TO SETTLERS AND
the rich, because it prepares him to enjoy his
OPTIC’S
*
This Cotapany offers for sale a large amount of
wealth.
This greatt boon to mankind is cheap,
very deitrableFarming Land, situated slang the
safe and prompt. Wreflock. Finlay A C
line of Ue road north of Stevens Point,Wisconsin,
THE COMING WAVE ; or The Hidden TreasProprietors,New Orleans. For sale by all at low prices to actual settlers. The land ie
druggists.
covered with a dense forest of variouskinds of ure of High Hock. 16mo ; Ulus. $1,60.
barA wood interspersed
with the finest nine.
SUNNY SHORES ; or Young America in Italy
Extraordinary facilities granted to parWe shall soon have cool weather, and (lea
and Austria. 16mo., Ulus. $1.50.
locating mOls on the line.
, then every man and boy should wear Elmwood
For further Informationapply to
Either volume sent postpaidon receipt of the
Collars. You need not adopt the Mexican
t Yf* WRB6TER, Land Agent,
price.
costume, but can wear something between the
LEE & SHEPARD, Publishers,
collar and spurs.
Milwaukee,June 0, 1874.
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Remington ArmoNew York Office, No.O Madi-

mechanics, at the celebrated
ry, Ilton, N. Y.

son Square (Kurta's Building). BRANCH
OFFICES i i486 State St., Chicago, HI., R70
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Portable Family Sewing Machine*
THE MOST

POPULAR

of any In the market. Makes the Most Durabl*
Btitcb,with Strength, Capacity, and Speed.
Equal to any, regardless of coat.

Beckwith Sewing Machine Co,,
862 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agents wanted everywhere, fiend fa: Samples
and Circulars.

,

.

An intere*tlnglime,
trated work ol26U pagcn, coutainliigvhIuable infonuatlonfor

- - ----moso who are inarrlcd or contemplatein.-irrlagc.
I rleeMcta. brmaU. Address Dr. Rutls' Dlspen**nr. !2 North Eighth Street.St. Louis. Mo.
-

DR.

WHITTIER,

No. 617 SL Charles Street, St. Louis, Eo.,
rontlone* to tr«tt sit c*mi of obilsctsito mirrliff, blo«d
lm|>ur1U(i,every sllmrut or ikkae.i which re.ulufrom
ludUcreUon or iDiprudrore.with oaparslkledlorocx.
Or. W.'s etUbllitimrot ii chartered by the Ktaterf Uli.
(ourt, wai fouudetltad hat been eotaMlabedu aeours
safe, certain ai.d reliabterelief. Belu* a (radoatoof
aerertl medical eol>£<ea.and harlot ihe'eiperleoce of s
loo, and aisecei.iuf
-----la ---------..UU..M
ufllfe
hi* apod
aliiea he haa ,
perfeotod
reraedleathat are elToelual la ah lbea«cnaea. Hit pttitato
are belog treated by mall or eiprriaeverywhere. No
tuatur who failed, call or write. From the (real Bomber of application*he i* enabled to keep hl« chargee
low. .16 pagt>.fl*la( foil ayaptoma.fi>rtwo itampi.

--

-

MARRIAGE GUIDE,
srsf/sns
rlag*. can altnrdto do withoat it.
1 cowulisthe cream of
m-akal Hteratore oo thla aobjeot,the resultsefDr. W.'s
1
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Superior St., Cleveland, 0.| 181 Fourth
St, Cincinnati, 0.| 400

N.

Main

St., Buffalo,

0* He Ue

Ho.

333 Washington St., Boston, Haas.,
810 Cheatnnt St., ImUdelphlo, Psu, 10
Sixth St., Pltubur-k,Po.

Huston.

.......

£
*-< c.

without Repair*.

5.-irifl do all varietiesof Work and fancy Stitching lu a superior manner.

Lands, better and cheaper than can be had elsewhere. Tho best Corn,
or
Wheat and Ctttle-raising be t in all tho West. Louis’ MoTI°NAIiPUB'
Price *6 and $6 per acre. O imate and toll unsurpassed. Pure water, no ague, no ersssboppers,
no Indians. SEND FOR A HAND BOOK. It costa
notuing, and gives maps, full descript ous. prices
terms, and how to reach the lauds free. Address
IOWA R. R LAND CO . Chicago. Illlcof,or Cedar
M'Alllster’e Patent Artopficon.
Rapids,
U.
B.

nm

%

l.-A Neic invention, Thobocsblt Tistid and
aecured by Letters Patent.

a

i Barclay Street. N. T.

1,500,000 Acres

MEDAL FOR

No Sewing Machine Received

the best and chsapestpub-

*. C.

11

Tn* HionaiT Danin or "Medal'1Avabdkd at
tub Bxpobitioh.

CH KTS, CHllOMO, dtc. Our new Maps of INDIANA, ILLINOIS, OHIO aud M1CHI-

^ d

p

$20.

sent free to Agents en application.

NEW MAPS,

? r

REMINGTON

AT VIENNA, 1873.

alogueforl874wlM be

A

>$0, o

BECKWITH

FIVE MYSTERIOUS PICTURES.

ADVERTISERS

3 n <
^
°

- n
«
w

THE NEW IMPROVED

j,

---

..3

,z.

A

HAD NEWS!

_

,

xm

r

Price *1.38, or *12 per dozen.

THE REMINGTON

Iowa. JOHN

__________________________________

THE LEADER!

paid, for retail price.
WHITE LEAD. ZINC AND COLORS MANUFACTURERS.
A DVERTISER8! Am. NewspaperUnion repre
OLIVER OITSON k CO., Boston.
e- CHICAGO WHITE LEAD AOIL Co., Green A Fulton.
il sents over 1,600 papers, divided into 7 subdiCHAS. H. OITSON k CO.. 711 Broadway. New York.
WIRE CLOTH AND WIRE GOODS.
visions.Send 3-cent stamp for Map showing location of papers, with combined and separate lists, CLINTON WIRE CLOTH CO., 176 Randolph.
giving estimates for cost of advertising.Address
8. P. SANBORN, 114 Monroe street,Chicago, 111.
j K VOt; WANT A 8KYVINU MACHINE^
_ witbo'tmoney, write to Lkdokr Co., 114 MunI-The choicest in the world-importers' roe-st., Chicago, and learn how you can got one.
prices-'largest Company in AmericaI K A N prices—
____
__ staple i_.
____
_ ______
____ _ ____ _ —
AJUalM
article
— pleases
everybody
T.aue Increasing-Agents wanted everywhere—
best inducements-iton’t
delay-send for Clrculsr fur the only new or complete Iwok, includingthe
to ROBERT WKLLS.4S Vesey St., N.Y., P.O.Box 1287.
full story of all Expeditionsinto Africa,800 pages,
and 100 full-pageengravings. Also for the
/ UNVAS.SKUS
for the CHTOAQO “FROZEN ZONE AND ITS EXPLORERS,’’gotten
\.j Ledger,
an vikiii-jibk"
elght-pag* Hrwapaper,ior
newspaper, for *1.50 per up in same style. Two of the most beautiful and
t.n, a.,
year. Largest premiums ever offered to agents. salable books out. Don’t fail to see our circulars.
Full particuUrson application to Lkduku Co., 114 Our terms will lease you. Address COLUMBIAN
Mouroe-it., Chicago, 111.
BOOK CO., Chicago.

LEARN TELEGRAPHY.

*

"sss-ri
FOR CHOIRS AM) CON VEXTI0XS,

Specimen copies of the above book mailed, post-

Bm&rt-Weed,«r Water Pepper, is not recom- Qseerly ConcealedBeauties. Strange Devices.
mended a« a cure-all. It should not bo Pusiliug Problems.KKHK TO ALL. Address,
clawed with the patent nostrums of the day. with stamp, ADAMS * CO. 4 Pearl btreet,Boston.
compoundedby Quacks, “Indian Doctors.”
(so-called), and those possessingno knowledge
of the delicate and intricate structureof the
Wanted immediately QO Persons to prepare
human system nor of chemistry aud scientific
preparationof medicines.No patent has been
obtained or asked for upon it. It is not a
secret medicine, the .chief ingredient being
made known in the name chosen to designate
it. But it is claimed to be a superior Extract,
made in a scientificmanner, from fresh plants
and roots, by a cold process,heat, which is
used in making all other Extracts of BmartWoed, being objectionable, as it destroys most
of the medical virtue* that reside in the plant,
as stated in the “American Dispensatorv''’
and by other most excellent authorities. In
the modest looking little weed, found growing by the roadside,is found a more efficacious remedy, when combined with Jamaica
Ginger and * other modifying agents, for
Diarrhea, Dysentery,Summer Complaint, Pain
and Colic, than lias heretofore been known to
the medical profession. Dr. Pierce's Extract
is sold by druggists.

cents, or *7.50 per dozen.

I

I

Preaerver of Heallh.-TAB-

K

the Leader of ail Church Music Rooks for 1874
and 1875, being the first in the field and i f a character that cannot he excelled.

I

f|QJ

The Great

bart’s ErrBaviacxRTBiltxkb Apimbvt can always be relied upoi. as a pleaeact, mild, speedy
T H
aad positive cure In all casee of Coativeneee, Dyepepaia, Heartburn, Stck Headache, Indigestion,
Sour Stomach,LlverOomplaint,Biltoasnoae, Flatulencv, Fullneasof Blood, aud all InflammaUry
Ry H. R. Palmir, assistedby L. O. Emerson.
Coinpialuta, where a guntio, coolingcathartic ie
required.So save the chemist; ao eaya the physiA book admirably fitted for the use of Singing cian; to says the great Americanpublic of the
School Teachers,having, in addition to a compact nineteenthcentury Heed ye, then, and be not
theoretic course, more than IK) pngos filled with without a bottle tn the eoute. Before life ie ImQUm. QaarMlttlt Airs. Tunes, Ac., Ac,, pletMAUt periled,deal Judiciously with the symptoms. Reto sing «ny where, and constitmli.g
a most agrec- member that the slight internal disorder of to-day
ahie course of study. A good Bo k also for Col- may become an obstinate, Incurable dleeaae tolege Choirs, for Seminaries md Social Sing*.
morrow. Sold by all diugglita.

is

|

SOAP MANUFACTURERS.
i old or tore fingera. .Do hro men’s work’
JA8. S. KIRK A CO.'S STANDARD SOAPS, sold by
-Fits any hand— Sells at s gnt— Last a lifeWholesale Trade every where, 358 to 362 N. Water.
time— 2 samples sent for 60 cts., or 4 styles
I for $1. pint -paid. Agents wanted. Address
STEAMSHIP LINES.
•CITY NOVELTY CO., 8th St., Phlla.,Pa.
WHITE STAR MAIL LINE, 97 Clark, A. Lagorgron.
yyjJY &end 25 cents and the addressof five porWASHING MACHINES.
|

!

M. CO., 74 State. Agents wanted.

CHICAGO SHOT TOWER

of Receipt
.ecelpt Books. 16-colorChromo free. Co-operCo-opehative Pub. CO., Cincinnati, or Muscatine,Iowa.

au insurance agent.

DOM KSTIC”

FOE SINGING CLASSES

Pi ice 75

GROVER A BAKER 8. M. CO.. 160 State.
HOME 8. M. CO.. Johnson,Clark A Co., 141 State.
VICTOR S. M. CO., 381 West Madison.

IZVX™’

A Pennsylvania baby is said to have
DOOK AGENTS
inherited the eyes and nose of his U “Cyclopedia of
father, but the cheek of his uncle who
is

REAL ESTATE.
CO., 13 Dearborn.

GOODMAN *

Ware.ivj Fearl-st,,N.Y. City. Trade supplied with
Spittoons, Bowls, Basins. Slop Jars, Trays, Ac.

'

State.

209

dependentNewspaper,which no intelligentfamily
should be without. Try It.
Address
TER BUN. New York City.

SONG MONARCH!

PUMPSAY00D AND PORCELAIN CYLINDER PIPE. Etc.
J. F. TEMPLE * SONS. Mnfrs., cor. Polk and Canal.

Consequently,when we heard, some
Send 2ft cents to GEO. P. BOWeighteen months ago, that a physician A DVERT18KR3!
* com fark Row, New York, for their
in Californiahad compoutded, from the rnmpKm o/ino page*, containinglists of 3000 ntwapupers ana estimates showing cost of advertising.
juices and extracts of certain herbs
found there, a medicine that cured alPAILS.

IN

PIANOS AUD ORGANS.
W. W. KIMBALL, 205 to

For the Next Half Year.
ThbWfikly SttrIb a large 8-page, ftfi-cnlnmn, In-

Fin-

ished Marble, 43 E. Van Bureu.

WKUK

PAPER

WEEKLY SUN

CO., 70 North CllnV*n.

THE PESHTIGO

CS>

most every variety of blood disease, we
were incredulous.Since then we have
had opportunities of testing the accuracy of the report, and are free to admit
that our doubts have vanished. Seeing what we have seen, knowing what wo
know, it is impossible for us to question
the remedial propertiesof Db. Walker’s Vinegar Bitters. That this famous Vegetable Tonic, Alterative and
Antiseptic is a specific for Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Chronic Constipation,
Fever and Ague, Bilious Intermittents,
Scrofulous Taiut in the Blood, Incipient Consumption,Local and General
Debility,Rheumatism, Sick Headache,
and Diseases of the Kidneys, seems to
bo a matter beyond the pale of controversy— a fixed fact in medical history. The statements of friends, in
whose veracity and intelligence we have
full confidence, corroboratedby our
own personal observation, compel us
to admit the surpassing merits of the

BLATCHFORD A

LOCKSMITHS'AND BELL-HANGERS'MATERIALS.
J. F. W0LLBN8AK, 228 LaSalle.
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THIS SPACE BELONGS TO

Common

HEBER

Wednesday, September 9, 1874.
The Common Council met according
adjournment and was called to order bv
the Mayor.
The roll was called by the Clerk. Present: Aid. Ranters, Van Landegend, Kamperman, Dykema, Duurseraa, Slop and
to

AT

~W

Mortgage Sale.

.cs;

TT

meeting were

New York from 1845-1857.

Established in

The following bills were presented: Joos
erplanke for boarding prisoners, and
taking them to county jail, $8.85; also for
materials and labor repairing suction hose
of the fire engine, |8.8fl.-.Allowcdand
ordered paid. T.. Venhuizen,for 100
cubic, vards gravel delivered on 8th
street-tteferred to the Committee on
.streets, Road* and Bridges.
The Committee on Ways and Means reported that they have let the job of mak
ing 13 brick fire-wells at the respective
places as designatedin a former report for
the sum of f814, to Quartel, Bouwman &
Co., the city to furnish materials. Also

John Havcrksto,$19.on reduced to

"
Kampen, S.50 “

Martin M.

Van

R.

A. J.

Clark, 7.00

Clark, 14.00

“

A Change

In Michigan since 1857.
Mortgage*, In *ald office, which nald mortgage wax
duly Msignod by raid Areud Gecrllnga, of the
City of Holland. Ottawa County, Suite if Mich.
Igah. to Abel" T. Stewart of tL same place hr

of Programme Each Week.

MARSH’S COUGH SYRUP FOR
^
WHOOPING COUGH.
Mrs. Isaac Fairbanks says:

—

<(

I

have used Marsh’s

Cengh Syrup

Croup and Whooping Cough, and never knew

for

by

fad. -For sale

it

all

enterprising Druggists and Dealers in

Medicines.

We

party

in this

do not purchase Physicians, and have no percentage to pay to

court House, In

.........

......

.

and these presents arc given to secure a part of th(
consideration price of said premises
remises ’”
Dated the 30th day of July, A. D. 1874.
i, A BEL T. STEWART, Autonet of
t
Mortqagte.
H. D. 1 os?. Attorneyfor A*nyhtt .

NEW
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

FIRM!

Mortgage

ALBERS & WYNNE.

IN

JEWELERS.

BOOTS, SHOES,

A Very large stock

to sec ail my old friends and many new
ones to examine my goods, so well
on

hand

a

Full Anortoentof the Eeit

COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING

Oth

STOVES.

Street

a platform of principlesthat
Stove-Pipe,Stove Furniture,Etc.,
can command the respect of people who Horse Nails,

- -

HOLLAND

believe that Integrityis no less essentialto

ofj

one exception these platformsadopted by

pBjw

OF

A. CLOETTUGE,

Paints, Oils,
Nails, etc.

slx[.h], which said mortgage
duly assigned
bv the said Hendrick Oostenrllk,of the town of
of Holland, Ottawa County, Michigan,to Glllea
w aheke, of the Town of Zeeland, Ottawa County,
Michigan,by a certaindeed of assignmentexecuted
^tUted thc thlrty-flrst (31 day of August,A. I).
i™i», which said deed of assignment was re
in the office ot the registerof deeds
Is of
of the
the Coi
County o
Ottawa.State of Michigan, on the twenly‘ ^secom
(22nd) day of August.A. D. 1873, in Liber o. 1, o
Mortgageson page fifty-four (54), hv which oeraul
the power of sale containedin said Mortgage ha
become operative, and no proceedingsinJ^w oi
in chanceryhave been had to recover the ffhbt sc
cured by said Mortgage,or any part thereof, am
whereas the sum of Two Hundred and Eight dol
lars and one cent ($**.01) Is now claimed to b«
due on said Mortgage on the date hereof: Notic.
Is hereby given that for the amount due
afore
said together with an Attorneyfee of Tweuty-flv
dollars ($25.00) stipulated In said Mortgage, andth
costs of these proceedings,the said Mortgage
fort gage wil
he foreclosed by sale to the highest bidder, at pi
lie vendue,
of the premises
described
In rmu
said JlOrl
Mo
—
----. ....-i
imvu mi
gage, viz: All that certain piece or parcel of Ian

u

BOOK BINDERY

Glass, Putty,

both parties are simply masses of rubbish

JICH,
48-8 s ly

Horse Shoes,
Wagon Springs,
Horse Trimmings,

the nation than to the individual. With

D

si'vTnty-

N

on hand.

unite upon

Whereas default haa been made In theconditloni
of a certain mortgage executedbv- Cole G. Salyei
and Betsy Salyer his wife, of the Township of Hoiand. Ottawa County. Michigan, to HendrickOostenrijk of the same place, on the third (3rd) day ol
July. A. D. 1869, and recordedin the office of the
Register of Deeds for Ottawa County. State o(
Michigan, on the seventh (7th) day of Julv. A

—

•elected for the trade.

We have

Sale.

Trl;'! Mort^
P*r
was

BUBBEB8, ETC.

Hard-ware.

country whose mana-

r—

uwr ui me

of record a* of tho village of Holland, In th<
U,
r tM
the Kegtster
Register of Deeds of Ottaw
Ottawa
a County
C’ountj
State of Michigan being the same premises tmi

any one.

op

I hope

collectedapparentlyfor the .
purpose

"

'

,7

day conveyed by the said Arend Georltngsam
Honsie his wife to the said party of the first part

LARGE
STOCK
— —
G-IE 2ST E R/ jAL

gers have the honesty or the adroitness to

hy v,rt0® of the
MortK»gf contained. I shall
to the highest bidder, the

a0J^rberfSon!
(1)JM P10** numbered
Thirty-six (.16)according to the plat of said City

Eighth Street

“ In brief, they tell us clearly Uiat there
is no

“

P.ub‘lc

&£lUw*

PBISICliHS' PBESKIPIIOIISPREPARED AT TEE CHI DRUE STORE AT EALF TEE PRICE CTEER STORES CEARSE,

Political.

“ Poli-

nJSm.

to

it

and says:

^ .hrby.AWn-

of

follows, 'ix.— All of that certain piece or parcel of land situate in the City of Holland, Counand H,atc Michigan,and described
as follows, to-w R i-The West half of the West

$ 15.00
** ........ «.oo
“ ........ 2 oo
........ nloo

platformsadopted, styles it

nowJ?

‘v

E. VAN DER VEEN,

the

“h
dldr^rlfr*!}
s?n

H. Meengs, |3.83, L. Hiefje, $8.00, John
Westveer, $9.50 be paid in full.— Adopted.
The Council then appointed Prof. C.
Scott, City Surveyor; Jan Trirape and
John Aling, City Assessors for 8th Street
Special Assessment District.
The Committee on Fire Dep’t and the
Chief Eng’r were instructed to make en- Gratefully acknowledgingthe liberal patronage of his many friends and customers
quiries in regard to Baud Fire Engines
in the past, resnectfullyinvites
with a view to purchase.
the attend.
ton
_ of the
Public to his
Adjourned.

tics without Principle,”

"£fflKhrrhu^ni!,;hi-»

contained In the said Mortgage has become Oper•Hy*’ “,(i,on which Mortgage there is at this date
claimed to be due the sum of Five hundred
and forty-two dollarsand fifty-one cents (tMAfin
^Pr,?c*Pal®nd interest, togetherwith an Attorney s fee of twenty five dollars ($25) as in said
Mortgage stipulated and agreed for foreclosing
said Mortgage,and the costa and charges of aaid
foreclosure and sale, as also providedin said MortK/mVA'
l °u P^wlagi, either in law or
bofn commencedfor the foreth»* collection of the
• hereby .or any part thereof, Notice

f.c!‘at

and recommend that they be allowed as
reduced; also recommend that the bills of

and

^

Office of the Register of
Deeds of the County of Ottawa, lu the hUU of
Michigan, on the twenty-eighth (*Ui) day of
June, In the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and •eveuty-two (A. D 1878.) at 1 o’clock

.........

The New York Ettning Pott, in commenting upon the actions of the several
political State Conventions, held lately,

and seventy-two, (A
in iho Office of iht
<* mtawta

w$lcil "P*

was recorded In the

Hear what

“ventilator”for drying hose, and recommended the payment of $50.08 to T. Van
de Vusse as per contract.— Adopted.
The Committee on Claims and Accounts
reported that they have had the following
bills under consideration and recommend
that the amounts be reduced as follows:

JtJlerdlukof

wen*

8ht
fwordod

n
»

DRUG STORE,”

Proprietor of “CITY

\

the job of constructing six reservoirs in or
near tannery crock to B. Homkes, for |;13,
the city to furnish plank. -Approved.
The Committee on Streets, Roads ami
Bridges reported recommending the construction of a sidewalk on north side of
7th street, between River and Fish street;
also that the owner of lots on the east side
of River street between 7th and 8th street,
be notified to construct a side walk of 7
feet in width, and to be completed within
30 days after date.— Adopted.
The Committee on Public Buildings and
Property reported the completion of the

---------

tccuth (18th)day of June, in the year of our Lord

Visscr.

The minutes of the last
read and approved.

“J '

...v«.‘7V'Trh*v,nK.1,eon
,u ‘he conditions
conuitii
a^Tr^iB!.^“.
01
,u.,.hc
of
n
“
gage, which

I

Constantly on hand a select Assortment of

Notlon^te**PlatedW a^Jc^elr^ Spmadcs!
REPAIRING of Watches, Clocks and Jewelry

--

s

>-

tUHtod in the County of Ottawa and State o

Michigan, which is further described as that pat

done in the best manner and tvarranUd.

of the South-West quarter of the North-Eas
quarter of Section Twenty (20) In Tow nship Flv
(5) North of range Fifteen (15) West, which I
1 ";ou,d, ,nforni ‘he Public that by an Increased
bounded on the North side by the public highwa
supply of neccessan tools and machinery I am
Our Store is at the Old Atom' Stand. West of
running from the Allegan, Muskegon and Travers
better enabled than heretofore to meet their wants
Landegend A
J. ALBERS.
one exception is the demoer.tic lihcrnl
rnf,ntorti’
Bay State Road as it now runs North-Eastcrl
and satisfy all who have BOOK BINDING to per
Holland, Mich., June 1, 1874. C. B. WYNNE.
throughSection Sixteen (16) in said Towmihip t'.
platform adopted in Illinois. This
llMJlbj
form, of whatever kind or natdft it may be. I shall
the South-Eastcomer ot Section four [4 in sail
And many other things loo numerous to men- give this branch of my business more particular at
form will bear reading many times, for it
Township as said highway is now travelled; am
tion.
excins?vely toher*t0f°rC'
1 havc hinited my trade
bounded on the East, South and West side by th
is a model pf truth and brevity. The reSEPAIOQ k JOBEIKQ S01TI AT SHOST HOTICI.
East. South and West lines ol s«id South-Wet
o — —
quarter of the North-East quarter of Scctioi
sumption of specie payments, free trade
Stationary
and
School
Books.
E. VAN DER VEEN.
The oldest Furniture
in Twenty (*i.l excepting four acres on the East sld
and state rights as clearly admitted by the
8. E. cor. 8th A River
46-J4cl-ly
And will keep constantly on hand nn assorted
thereof and leaving six acres more or less; whlcl
Stock of all kinds of
sale w ill take place at the front door of theCour
the City.
Constitution, furnish a sound foundation
Paper,
House in the City of (.rand Haven, Ottawa Conn
Always keep a full and well selected stock of Fur- ty. State of Michigan [that Wing the place when
for any parly that is animated by a love of
Envelopes,
niture, at prices correspondingwith thctlmes.
the Circuit Court for the said County of Ottawa 1
truth. The terseness with which these
Writing Books,
hf]^;\^hlonday,t/u»cmd [2nd] day of Nor ember
Paper,
A I). 1874, at one o clock in the afternoon of that day
Pens,
principles are set forth shows how much
Dated, Holland, Mich., Aug. 6, A. D. 1874.
Pencils,
Shades,
easier it is to express honest convictions
OILLKS \\ ARKKE. AeAqiae of Moitgagee.
Albums,
O ms wold & Okt, At t ft for Auiguee.
than it is to conceal the tergiversations of
Carpets,
Diaries, Etc., Etc.
The only known remedy for
politicaltricksters.
Also a full line of
Oil Cloths,

River

St.,

Holland.

GIVE US A CALL!

Farmers’ Implements,

,
platHo

Tftnle

Metis.

*

J.

_
KEAR/lsTEir’S
BUCHU!

M. Reidsema & Son.
House

Sts.

Fluid Extract

Wall

Window

Mortgage

BRIGHT’S DISEASE,

Sale.

was demoConfectionary and Toys.
Feathers,
DzrAfLT having been made in the conditions o
cratic, it is clear that the one which as• And a positive remedy for
payment of a certain Mortgage dated the twenty
49-38
A. C’LOETINGH.
Feather Reds,
fourth day of July A. D. 1872, made and extent e(
sembled in Ohio under that name was not gout, GRAVEL STRICTURES, DIAby Leonard L. Witbeck, of Holland. Ottawi
BETES,
DI8PEPSIA,
NERVOUS
democratic. Their platform is one that
• Mattresses, County, Michigan,to Joshua Myrick, of the sami
place, and recorded in the office' of the Register o
DEBILITY, DROPSEY,
Morton himself might have constructed.
Deeds in and for the County of Ottawa and Stan
Non-retention or Incontinence
of frine, Irritation.
Efo’s
of Michigan,on the 27th day of July, A. I). 1872
It plainly intimates a desire for cheap
Inflamation or Ulceration of the *
at one o’clock, P. M., in Liber ‘-X” of Mortgages
(SUCCESSORS TO DUTTON & THOMPSON)
money and semi-repudiationof the naWall mper bought of vs, irillbe trimmed on pace 444, and afterwardsassigned hy assign
ment from the said Joshua Myrick to Geo. Moti
free of charge.
tional debt, and no declarations in favor
SPERMATORRHOEA,
and Geo. W. McBride,on the 3rd day of August,
4fi 2
ly
A. D. 1874, for a valuableconsideration, wmlcli
of more liberal revenue laws can atone Lcucorrhffoor Whites, Diseasesof the Prostate
said assignment was recorded in the office of the
Engineers and Machinists.
Gland, None In the Bladder,
among honest men for such sentiments.
registerof Deeds In and for the County of Ottawa,
Colculus Gravel orBrlckdust Depositand Mucus
and State of Michigan, on the 5th day of August,
But the Republicansdid no better. While
or Milky Discharges.
If this Illinois convention

tf

COFFI1TS.

mibi

BLADDER & KIDNEYS,

PRACTICAL

s

i3‘

I\W,NTKn*-

K-

Winters and

J.

Bboweb,

as partisans they do not follow Pendleton,

KEARNEY’S

they encourage his heresiesby adopting
the ruinous cry for more irredeemable paper

tho

money. In the Michigan convention
test of honesty or dishonesty was

squarely presented by the presentationof
the following resolution:

'Itodred,That we, believing

a return to

gold basis should be speedilymade,

in

Grant, to what is
Currency

EXTRACT BUCHU .fiSonkSr

Jacob

°M

Kirite.

t3TN0 MATTER WHAT THE AGE!

^ p- * Krnsris^H hi w
conducted and
manneed hv R. K. Hcald has been transferred to
Tf inl'.Vv'1n c.?1nnec,|on with the above.
tion,L ”KPA,R NG’ "91 receive our special ntten-

'

i*Pr?f„R.,eeI

me.
bottle,

or Six bottles for

givcnsT cal? a,ld rnanu'acturcr*‘fc requested to
Holland, Mich., March 12,

1871.

,1874.

<> .. , tHolland, Feb. 14,

l(«-ly

JACOB KUITE.
40-g«-tr

as the Senate
Depot. 101

bill, and reaffirm that part of the

thirteenth resolutionadopted at the Na-

tional Republican Convention held

at

Philadelphiain 1873, relating to the

re-

Dune

St, Rev

Tori:,

A Physician in attendanceto answer correspondence and give advice gratis,

0T

J. E. HIGGINS, CHANGE OF FRONT,
dealer

Send stamp for Pamphlets,free. 121-172

AT

IN

A. I). 1874. in Liber No. 4, of Mortgages, on page
and •whereas there is now due and unpaid on
said Mortgage the sum of eighty-three dollars and
eighteen cents, and no proceedingseither In law or
inequity having been commenced to recover the
same or any part thereof: Notice Is hereby given
that on Tut* lay, the tenth day of November, A. I),
1874. at one o'clock In the afternoon of said day, at
the front door of the Court House, in the city of
Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa, that being
the place of holding the Circuit Court for said
County, there will he sold to the hightstbidder,
at public auction or vendue, the premises described
In said Mortgage or so much thereof as may he
necessaryto sutisfy.theamount due and payable
on said Mortgage,with interestat ten percent and
all legal costs and charges of such sale and also
an attorneyfee of fifty dollars as prov ided for In
said Mortgage In case proceedingsshould he taken
to foreclosethe same, which aaid lands ami premises
are described as follows,to-wlt: “All the following
described land situated and being In the County of
Gttaw-a, and State of Michigan and further descrlhed as follows, to-wit: the North-West quarter
of the North-West quarter of Section [10] ten.
town 151 five. North of range [16] sixteen Wi
containing forty acres of land more or less, as
United
nited States survey
surve - ”
"
44,

i

Since the dissolution of our co-partnership, I am
eairying on this business alune, at the OLD STORE,
where I can he found at all limes, and where I will
Existing In Men, Women and Children,
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt and
rrtm MeaU, aud offer them ut the lowest prices.
I expect to see all our old friends,to come and call
touie Of Kearney’s Sme Buckhmithinh,,|onfl jn a|j ju brunches on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
Klutd hxtract Buchn Is worth more than all other with nromptuess and dispatch.
induce them to purchasetheir duilv ration* with

BLADDER, KIDNEYS, AND DROPSICAL
SWELLINGS,

principle's

known

atiho

^

Permanently Cures all Dli-canesof the

of finance Buchns combined.’’
Prlco One Dollar per
the veto message of President Five
Dollars.

prove oud adopt the
embodied

ap-

Meat Market,

i

M. P^VISSER.

sumption of specie payment.’
This was defeated, at the dictation of

„ _ „

Senator Ferry’s friends, by a large majority.. Thus the

men

claiming to lead the

Republicansof Michigan deliberately take

OF
Eo

lican party— as the democrats of Ohio do

CuK.

from the national democratic party— by
rejecting a vital principle which it has

promulgated.

persistently
There can be no longer any doubt os to
i

men to take.
Both of the old political parties have so
recklessly renounced their own theories of
the proper course for honest

BOTH SEXES.

Charge for AdrtW

their departurefrom the national Repub-

MILL FEED, CORN, &c.

and

Pl&

aoknt ron

U.S. Ex. Co.

Sc

M. L.

Office at M. L. S.
T™"

'/f

pSe0?^''1" * ”r

^

'

'

rua-oirablc. Thoso at a

tend

for

tie O '/M to

II,

alt

h.

Price 10c.

HOW

Assigneesof Mortgagee

15

YOUE CHANCE.

B.

S.

R. R.

H, Depot.

_____

At the Store of M. P. VI88ER, everythingcan
be found. The public of the City and Country, are
requested not to pass by before calling in and examining the prices at which my goods are sold,
and if they are found satisfactory,to make their
purchases of me, and return home, well pleased.

RespectfullyYours,
.M. P. VI8SKR.

HOLLAND, MICH.

>”»8 "tan4-

parpostagefmpU,nW *n^ *0C,,*lnK »t*mp to pre-

...

All orders promptlyattended to.

Consultation.

vKble

_

G. W. McBridr, Atty for Assigneesof Mortgagi

Nathan Kenyon, Banker. A

*

CAEL ZEEB,

13-28-ly

HOLLAND, MICH.,

Full Line of Dry-Goods

PROPRIETOR.
BEER
’

!

FLOUR AND FEED.

articleof LAGER
hand at all times.

A. good

xl

and

ALE

All orders promptly attended to, and
cartage charged for
Family Supplies: -Salt Pork, Corn Beef. Smoked
in the L nited States and Europe. Particular atten- Hams, Shoulders and Tongue, Codfish, Mackerel.
ancc is no longer obligatoryou even the
Sidewalk
°/ Bankp ftnd Banlcero. Herrings. Oy story, eto.-PIckles,Peaches, Catsup,
most devoted follower. This fact should
----- *!!!
.... Hay of pay
*
^ !>.f l'nymcnt. All busi- etc.— Pork and Beef, by the
A choice lot- of dry pihp *-lueh cull 'plank for n-ss entrustedto me shall have prompt atten'.
force all who have honest politicalconvicThe proprietor would announce that 1
sale cheap, by IL D Poor. Also, No. 1 Shingles, tmii. Interest allowed on time deposita, subject
No Credit. Cash or
Pay.
pays the highest
tions to.ao act as to rebuke the ” manag' ° *C,k ti l'1 f
exchange bought
ers’* pf bO^UJartics.”.
, 1 'I
CASH FOB BUTTER AND EGGS.
,Um
l"
Job PitwiNO neatly done lierer~ !Sd «my
105 tf
N. KENYON.
Holland, June 1st,
12>M:J2
Holland,-January 38* 1874. 50-3s-ly

administrationpolicy, that party

allegi

Physicianand Surgeon, ioi^DuaneSL,’
--- Alili- 1- *_> 1» | _
1.'*' f ‘ 1

*

5.'

*

PhiT

7

y.’

Does a general Banking, Exchange, and ColIr/iwTifhSl'fiS
on all points

Barrel.

--

,

'r
!>««“

*

*

Ready

1871.

i

DELIVER/ST
,

CASH FOR BARLEY AND HOP

